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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the geometry of matrix-valued density functions. The main
motivation is the need for quantitative measures to compare power spectral densities of multi-
variate time-series. Distance measures between statistical objects provide fundamental tools for
estimation, tracking and classification. In particular, for power spectra, such notions of distance
are especially relevant in modeling slowly varying time-series. To this end, power spectra esti-
mated from short observation records are considered as data points on a statistical manifold and
can be connected by a regression geodesic induced by a suitable distance measure. Moreover,
metrics to compare power spectra are key in quantifying resolution in spectral analysis and in
various problems in statistical estimation and smoothing.
We study classical notions of distance, such as Fisher information metric, Kullback-Leibler
and Itakura-Saito distance, and their multivariable generalizations. We explore the Riemannian
geometric structure and derive geodesics on the corresponding statistical manifolds, we draw
connections with analogous notions of distance in Quantum mechanics to compare density ma-
trices.
We introduce two formulations of matrix-valued Monge-Kantorovich optimal mass trans-
port (OMT) problem. In the first formulation, we use a notion of non-positive transportation
plan and we show that the induced Wasserstein metric is weakly continuous. The second for-
mulation leads to a rotation-aware distance measure between the end-point power spectra that
takes into account the transference of power over frequencies as well as the rotation of the prin-
ciple directions. In this, we show that the optimal transportation plan is no longer supported
on a monotonically increasing thin set. Applications to spectral tracking and spectral morphing
highlight the relevance of the proposed distance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A basic problem in signal processing and control is to quantify dissimilarities between signals
and between statistical models [1, 2]. Indeed, distance measures play a central role in detection
[3], tracking [4], pattern recognition [5], and clustering [6]. A variety of choices are readily
available for comparing deterministic signals and systems. These included various Lp norms on
signal space and induced norms in spaces of systems. On the other hand, statistical models, such
as covariances, histograms, probability distributions, and power spectra, are not elements in of a
vector space. Their geometry is dictated by positivity constraints and hence, they lie on suitable
cones or simplices. Various theories have been developed for comparing statistical models
such as those in the classical work of C.R. Rao and R.A Fisher on “information geometry”
[7, 8, 9, 10], the generalization of information theory to quantum mechanics [11] and the optimal
transportation theory [12]. The present work focuses on the problem of comparing matrix-
valued density functions. Our interest originates in spectral analysis of multivariate stochastic
process and stems from an apparent need for weakly-continuous “rotation-aware” geometric
tools that could be used to quantify, interpolate and approximate matrix-valued data.
Spectral analysis is central in antenna arrays, speech signal analysis, stock analysis and
many other areas in signal processing. Typically, a power spectral density (PSD) is estimated
from a second-order stationary time-series to represent the distribution of energy over frequen-
cies. This can be used to estimate the locations of sources, formants and identifying other
periodic patterns. Much effort has been devoted for PSD estimation from a finite record of ob-
servations. We refer to the book of Stoica and Moses [13] for a detailed exposition of spectral
estimation methods and a series of works in [14, 15, 16, 17] on a generalized framework for high
1
2resolution analysis. Non-stationary time-series analysis techniques often rely on the assumption
that the spectral content of the signal does not change too fast. Thus, various parametric methods
assume that the parameters of the model, such as an ARMA or AR model, change slowly with
time [18, 19, 20]. Non-parametric methods are similarly based on spectral estimation over suffi-
cient short time intervals [21]. A novel method was proposed recently in [22] where a geodesic
path on the manifold of power spectra is considered as a non-parametric model for time-varying
spectra. In this, short windowed spectral density estimates are considered as points on the spec-
tral manifold tracing a (geodesic) path corresponding to the time-variability. Construction of
such a (geodesic) path relies heavily on the availability of an appropriate metric between spec-
tra. In fact, because the Wasserstein metric possesses the desirable weak-continuity property, it
was used in [22] as being a natural metric.
In signal analysis, it is often that the distance measure or divergence is used to describe a
nonnegative function of the two variables
D( f0, f1)
where typically f0, f1 are power spectra. Examples include the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the
Itakura-Saito distance and the distance devised in [23] based on the theory of optimal prediction.
However, they are often not symmetric and they do not satisfy the triangular inequality.
Distances between multivariate spectra have only recently received any attention. In this
direction, there are generalizations of Hellinger and Itakura-Saito distances [24, 25, 26, 27] and
the Umegaki-von Neumann relative entropy [28]. A distance based on optimal prediction theory
was devised in [23] and has been recently generalized to a multivariate version in [29]. However,
all these distance measures fail to be weakly continuous. This motivates the generalization of
the Monge-Kantorovich geometry to matrix-valued density functions and this is the subject of
the present work.
Throughout the thesis, we use normal fonts such as f ,m,µ for scalar or scalar-valued func-
tions. We use bold symbols such as f , m, µ for matrices (or vectors) and matrix-valued func-
tions. In the following section we review preliminaries on matrix-valued power spectra and
introduce notations.
31.1 Matrix-valued power spectra
Consider a multivariate discrete-time, zero-mean, weakly stationary stochastic process {u(k),k∈
Z} with u(k) taking values in C`×1 with ` ∈ N. We denote by
Rk = E (u(i)u∗(i− k)) for i,k ∈ Z
the sequence of matrix covariances, E the expectation, and ∗ the complex conjugate transpose.
Let dµ (x) be the corresponding matrix-valued spectral measure, then
Rk =
∫ pi
−pi
e−jkθ
dµ (θ)
2pi
for k ∈ Z, see, e.g. [30] where j =√−1.
It is well-known that a covariance sequence {Rk : ` ∈ Z and R−k = R∗k} is completely char-
acterized by the non-negativity of the block-Toeplitz matrices
R0 R1 . . . Rk
R−1 R0 . . . Rk−1
...
...
. . .
...
R−k R−k+1 . . . R0
 (1.1)
for all k. Such an infinite sequence of positive semi-definite block-Toeplitz matrices qualifies
as a covariance sequence of a stochastic process and vice versa. At the same time, the infinite
sequence of {Rk : k ∈ Z} defines the spectral measure dµ and also vice versa. For the most
part, unless we specifically indicate otherwise, we will be concerned with the case of a non-
deterministic process of full rank with an absolutely continuous power spectrum. Hence,
dµ (θ) = f (θ)dθ
with f (θ) being a matrix-valued power spectral density function. For any fixed θ , f (θ) is a
positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix. If the dimension ` = 1, then f is a scalar-valued PSD
function and it is denoted as f (without bold).
The computation of f requires the infinite sequence of covariances {Rk : k ∈ Z}. Usually,
when a finite observation record is available, we can only obtain a finite sequence of estimated
covariances. Spectral estimation is about the problem of determining a power spectral density
function that is consistent with the finite record of observations. Estimation usually involves
4parametric or nonparametric method for extending the finite covariance sequence to an infi-
nite one corresponding to a positive semi-definite infinite block-Toeplitz matrix as in (1.1). In
this, we also mention that distance measures between power spectra are important in spectral
estimation and in reconciling data with prior information [31, 28, 25, 32, 33, 27].
1.2 Outline and contributions
In this thesis, we study the geometry for matrix-valued power spectra, and propose general-
izations of the Monge-Kantorovich optimal mass transportation distance for comparing matrix-
valued density functions. These lead to natural distance measures that are suitable for com-
paring and approximating power spectra, for modeling slow time-varying stochastic processes,
for morphing and deforming the spectral content of time-series and for other spectral analysis
tasks.
In Chapter 2, we review various distances that have already been used for comparing matrix-
valued power spectra. These include the generalized Kullback-Leibler relative entropy, gener-
alized Itakura-Saito distance, generalized Hellinger distance and the distances that are devised
based on the optimal prediction theory. The corresponding Riemannian structures induced by
these distances are also discussed. These distances lack a desired weak-continuity property and
this motivates our work of exploring generalizations of the Monge-Kantorovich geometry.
In Chapter 3, we present some background materials of OMT on comparing scalar-valued
probability density functions. We discuss a generalization of OMT for density functions with
unbalanced masses, and also study in detail about transportation between Gaussian distribu-
tions. In fact, the Wasserstein distance between Gaussian distributions induces a metric be-
tween corresponding covariance matrices as well. Computation of such distances can be cast as
a solution of a linear matrix inequality (LMI) problem. Because of this fact, the corresponding
metric is natural and easy to use for covariance approximation problems. We finally study an
extension of the optimal transportation problem between distributions on the circle and discuss
the properties of the geometry of the corresponding optimal transference plan.
In Chapter 4, we propose a generalized framework of the Monge-Kantorovich problem
for matrix-valued density functions that have equal integral. Our formulation generalizes the
so-called Kantorovich-Rubinstein transshipment problem. In this, we introduce a notion of
non-positive matrix-valued transference plan. The nuclear norm of the matrix-valued density
5is penalized. We also study an extension of this formulation to the case where the densities
have non-equal integral. We show that the weak continuity property of the Wasserstein metric
is nicely inherited by the metrics we devised in this context.
In Chapter 5, an alternative formulation of the Monge-Kantorovich problem for matrix-
valued density functions is proposed which is derived under the more general assumption that
the integrals of density functions have equal trace. In this, the transportation cost includes two
part: a cost of transference of “mass” across frequencies and a cost of rotating the “direction” of
matrix densities as a functions of frequency. The two endpoint matrix-valued densities can be
thought of as marginals of a joint density on a tensor product space. We cast the problem as one
of convex optimization. Contrary to the classical setting of the Monge-Kantorovich OMT, the
optimal transport plan for matrix-valued densities is no longer supported on a monotonically
increasing thin set.
In Chapter 6, we review certain generalizations of the Wasserstein metric to noncommuta-
tive geometry. The relation between the distance we introduced in Chapter 4 and the spectral
distance in noncommutative geometry is discussed and a family of metrics is suggested that
relies on suitable set of test functions.
In Chapter 7, we first compare the various distances for matrix-valued spectra. Naturally,
OMT is more suitable to quantify shift of content across frequencies. Then we present numerical
examples of the proposed distances in multivariate spectral analysis. In this, we apply the
proposed OMT-based distance to the problems of spectral morphing and spectral tracking and
we demonstrate the ability of the distance in tracking the shift of power across frequencies as
well as the rotation of power content between channels.
Chapter 2
Geometry of matrix-valued power
spectra
Various methods have been devised to compare scalar-valued PSD functions. Key among those
are the Itakura-Saito distance and the logarithmic spectral deviation see e.g., [2, page 370]. A
very related alternative to the Itakura-Saito distance is devised in [23] to quantify the dissimilar-
ity of models in the context of optimal prediction theory for second-order stationary stochastic
processes. Recently, the optimal mass transportation theory has been adopted in [22] to com-
pare PSD functions and to model slowly time-varying process. It has demonstrated remarkable
performance in capturing the drift of power across frequencies over time.
Matrix-valued power spectra are utilized in analyzing multivariate time-series. Distances
between matrix-valued power spectra have only recently received attention. In this direction,
we note the generalized Hellinger distance [24, 25], the generalized Itakura-Saito distances
[26, 27], and the Umegaki-von Neumann relative entropy [28, 25]. A metric based on the
optimal prediction theory was devised in [23] and has been recently generalized to a multivariate
version in [29].
2.1 Distance measures
The problem of comparing dissimilarities between matrix-valued PSD functions is timely [24,
25, 32]. The evident goal is to provide a means to quantify deviation and uncertainties in the
6
7spectral domain in a way that is suitable with particular applications. Appropriate distance mea-
sures can be used in averaging of multiple spectra [22] and to regularize spectral approximation
problems by suitably weighing second-order statistics [28, 25]. We overview certain distance
measures that have been devised to compare multivariate power spectra.
Generalized Kullback-Leibler relative entropy
Herein we use p to denote probability density functions on a support set (e.g. p(x),x ∈ R)
and likewise ρ for density matrices. These are non-commutative probability vectors. They are
Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices with trace equal to one.
The Kullback-Leibler (K-L) relative entropy
DKL(p0||p1) =
∫
p0 log p0− p0 log p1dx
has played a central role in information theory and provides a non-symmetric measure of the
difference between two probability distributions p0 and p1 [34]. It is non-negative and it is zero
if and only if p0 = p1. Since both probability densities and spectral densities are positive, the
K-L relative entropy can be adapted to power spectra by normalizing these to have the same
integral [27].
In quantum mechanics, the Umegaki-von Neumann relative entropy [35]
dUmegaki(ρ 0||ρ 1) = tr(ρ 0 logρ 0−ρ 0 logρ 1) (2.1)
generalizes the K-L relative entropy to density matrices. Likewise, it can be adopted to compare
matrix-valued power spectra. In fact, for f 0, f 1 > 0, the expression
DKL( f 0|| f 1) =
∫ pi
−pi
tr( f 0 log f 0− f 0 log f 1)dθ (2.2)
was used in [28] in spectral approximation problems. Apparently, DKL may take negative
values for some pairs of f 0 and f 1. For example, if f 1 > f 0 then log( f 1) > log( f0), thus
DKL( f 0|| f 1)< 0. We note the following inequality
tr( f 0 log f 0− f 0 log f 1)≥ tr( f 0− f 1)
see, [11, page 174]. Thus DKL( f 0|| f 1) is nonnegative whenever
tr(
∫ pi
−pi
f 0dθ) = tr(
∫ pi
−pi
f 1dθ)
and this can be ensured by suitable normalization.
8Generalized Itakura-Saito distance
The Itakura-Saito (I-S) distance
DIS( f0, f1) =
∫ pi
−pi
(
f0(θ)
f1(θ)
− log f0(θ)
f1(θ)
−1
)
dθ
2pi
(2.3)
between power spectral density functions has deep connection with the K-L relative entropy.
To explain the connection, consider n-dimensional Gaussian distributions functions p0 and p1
with covariance matrices T0 and T1. Then
DKL(p0||p1) = 12(tr(T0T
−1
1 )− log |T0T−11 |−n).
The relation between K-L relative entropy and I-S distance is now apparent. In fact, if p0 and
p1 represent the law of Gaussian stochastic processes the two coincides.
Formally, let {. . . , ri,−1, ri,0, ri,1, . . .} be covariance sequences of two stationary Gaussian
processes with spectral density functions fi for i = 0,1, and let
Ti,n =

ri,0 ri,1 . . . ri,n−1
ri,−1 ri,0 . . . ri,n−2
...
...
. . .
...
ri,1−n ri,2−n . . . ri,0

be the corresponding n×n Toeplitz structured covariance matrices. If p0,n and p1,n are Gaussian
densities with covariance T0,n and T1,n, then
2
n
DKL(p0,n||p1,n) = 1n(tr(T0T
−1
1 )− log |T0T−11 |)−1
and in the limit we obtain
lim
n→∞
2
n
DKL(p0,(n)||p1,(n)) = DIS( f0, f1)
follow [36, 24]. The I-S distance has been used in speech signal discrimination [2] and spectral
approximation [27]. The non-negativity of DIS( f0, f1) is guaranteed from the inequality
x≥ 1+ logx, for x> 0.
For matrix-valued power spectra, the I-S distance is generalized as
DIS( f 0, f 1) =
∫ pi
−pi
tr
(
f 0 f
−1
1 − log( f 0 f −11 )− I
) dθ
2pi
(2.4)
which is studied in [24] in the context of spectral approximation problem.
9Distance based on optimal prediction error variance
The Itakura-Saito distance is closely related to the optimal prediction theory [2] and a distance
devised in [23, 29] which quantify the dissimilarity of PSD’s based on prediction error variance.
We now develop this alternative distance.
Consider a multivariate, discrete-time, zero-mean, weakly stationary stochastic process
{u(k) : k ∈ Z} with u(k) taking values in C`×1. In least-variance linear prediction, we con-
sider evaluating
min
Pk
{
trE (ee∗) : e = u(0)−∑
k>0
Pku(−k), Pk ∈ C`×`
}
. (2.5)
Let Ω denote the optimal prediction error variance E (ee∗) and let f (θ) be the PSD of the
stochastic process. If logdet f (θ) ∈ L1[−pi,pi], the variance is finite and the well-known Szego¨-
Kolmogorov formula [30, pg. 369]
detΩ= exp{
∫ pi
−pi
logdet f (θ)
dθ
2pi
} (2.6)
relates the error variance with the corresponding PSD. Let Pˆk’s be the optimal solution of (2.5).
Then,
p(z) = I−∑
k>0
Pˆkzk
is the optimal prediction filter and relates to a spectral factorization of f (θ) as follows. The
power spectral density function f (θ) admits a unique factorization
f (θ) = f +(e
jθ ) f +(e
jθ )∗ (2.7)
with f +(z) being analytic inside the disc {z : |z| < 1} and f +(0) = Ω
1
2 . The matrix-function
f +(z) is the so-called outer factor and the optimal prediction filter p(z) is explicitly expressed
as
p(z) = f +(0) f
−1
+ (z).
Consider now two time-series with PSD’s f 0 and f 1, respectively. Let p0(z) and p1(z) be
the optimal prediction filter for f 0 and f 1, respectively, and let Ω0 and Ω1 be the correspond-
ing optimal prediction error variance. By using p1(z) as a prediction filter for the time-series
corresponds to f 0, we obtain a prediction error variance Ω0,1 which satisfies
Ω0,1 ≥Ω0
10
since p1 may not be optimal for f 0. The matrix Ω0,1 represents a degraded error-variance since
a suboptimal prediction filter may have been used. By normalizing into
Ω−
1
2
0 Ω0,1Ω
− 12
0
the variance of the prediction error, we can quantify mismatch between f 0 and f 1. Indeed if f 0
and f 1 coincide (or if p0(z) = p1(z)) then
Ω−
1
2
0 Ω0,1Ω
− 12
0 = I.
Thus we quantify the dissimilarity by
Dpred( f 0, f 1) := logdet(Ω
− 12
0 Ω0,1Ω
− 12
0 ).
This distance can be expressed in term of the spectral densities as
Dpred( f 0, f 1) = tr
(
log
∫ pi
−pi
f −10+ f 1 f
−∗
0+
dθ
2pi
−
∫ pi
−pi
log( f −10+ f 1 f
−∗
0+)
dθ
2pi
)
(2.8)
which generalizes the distance devised in [23] for scalar-valued case.
Distance based on flatness of innovation power spectra
An alternative way of comparing spectral densities using optimal prediction theory is to measure
the flatness of the innovation power spectra [29]. Consider a stochastic process with power
spectral density f , and assume it admits a spectral factorization as in (2.7). If we apply the
scaled optimal prediction filter f −1+ (z) to the stochastic process, the innovation process has a
constant power spectrum f −1+ f f
−∗
+ = I which indicates that the innovation process has a “flat”
spectrum.
Consider two stochastic processes with PSD’s f 0 and f 1, respectively. If f
−1
1,+ is applied to
the process with PSD f 0, the power spectrum of the output process is
f −11,+ f 0 f
−∗
1,+ 6= I
which is not “flat”. By quantifying the difference between the non-flat spectrum from being the
constant I in a symmetric way, we are lead to the distance introduced in [29]
Dflat( f 0, f 1) =
∫ pi
−pi
tr( f −
1
2
0 f 1 f
− 12
0 + f
1
2
0 f
−1
1 f
1
2
0 −2I)
dθ
2pi
. (2.9)
The non-negativity of (2.9) is guarantied by the inequality
x+
1
x
≥ 2, for x> 0.
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Generalized Hellinger/Bures distance
The Hellinger distance between two (scalar-valued) probability density functions f0 and f1 is
given by
1√
2
(∫
(
√
f0−
√
f1)2dx
) 1
2
see e.g. [37]. It turns out that there is a very similar expression in quantum mechanics that has
been used to compare density matrices as we pointed out in [38]. More specifically, the Bures
distance is defined as [39]
dBures(ρ 0,ρ 1) = minU
{
‖ρ
1
2
0 −ρ
1
2
1 U‖F |UU∗ = I
}
(2.10)
where U is a unitary matrix, ρ
1
2
0 and ρ
1
2
1 are respectively the unique positive semi-definite square
root of ρ 0 and ρ 1, respectively, and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. This distance has been
extensively used in quantum mechanics to measure distance between quantum states. The op-
timization over U in (2.10) is natural since U represents a gauge transformation. The optimal
rotation Uˆ in (2.10) “lining up” the two factors is
Uˆ = ρ−
1
2
1 ρ
− 12
0 (ρ
1
2
0 ρ 1ρ
1
2
0 )
1
2 (2.11)
and the Bures distance has a closed form as
dBures(ρ 0,ρ 1) = tr(ρ 0+ρ 1−2(ρ
1
2
0 ρ 1ρ
1
2
0 ))
1
2 (2.12)
As we pointed out in [38], the Bures distance dBures is equivalent to the 2-Wasserstein distance
between two zero-mean Gaussian distributions with covariance matrices ρ 0 and ρ 1, respec-
tively, which will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.1 Chapter 3.
The interest in this distance measure in the context of comparing PSD’s was initiated in [25]
where a matrix generalization of the Hellinger distance was first introduced as
DH( f 0, f 1) =
(∫ pi
−pi
dBures( f 0, f 1)
2 dθ
2pi
) 1
2
(2.13)
and used in the context of approximation and spectral estimation problems.
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2.2 Riemannian structures
Consider a “small” perturbation f + ∆ away from a nominal power spectral density f . All
the distances/divergences we have seen so far are continuous in their arguments and in the
small, can be approximated by a quadratic form in ∆ which depends on f . This is what it
referred to as a Riemannian metric1 . The availability of a metric dictates how perturbations
in various directions compare to each other. It also provides the concepts of geodesics and
geodesic distances. Geodesics are paths of shortest length connecting the start and the finish;
the length is the geodesic distance.
Geodesics in the space of power spectral densities represent deformations from a “starting”
power spectral density f 0 to an “end-point” f 1. These are natural structures for modeling
changes and deformations. A key motivation behind the present work is to model time-varying
spectra via a geodesic path in a suitable metric space as in [22]. This viewpoint provides a non-
parametric model for nonstationary spectra, analogous to a spectrogram, but one which takes
into account the inherent geometry of power spectral densities.
We consider the distance measures shown in the previous section for infinitesimal pertur-
bations about a given power spectral density function. We will show the Riemannian metric
that are derived by each of the distances. For simplicity, we assume that the power spectral
densities are strictly positive definite and differentiable. We also assume that the perturbations
are well-behaved so that the perturbed density functions still have the desired properties.
We note that all the distances, except Dpred, are based on evaluating an integral of the form∫ pi
−pi
d( f 0, f 1)dθ
with d(·, ·) being a distance between positive semi-definite matrices. The Riemannian metrics
induced by the distance d(·, ·) on the manifold of positive semi-definite matrices induce the
Riemannian structures for power spectral density functions.
Riemannian metric induced by the generalized K-L divergence
We consider the Umegaki-von Neumann relative entropy for density matrices. Using variational
analysis we derive an expression for the corresponding Riemannian metric. Let X and Y be
1 A positive-definite quadratic form g f (∆) in ∆ which continuously depends on the point f on the manifold.
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perturbations of a positive semidefinite matrix M. Starting from the Hessian
− ∂
2
∂ t∂ s
dUmegaki(M+ tX ||M+ sY ) =
∫ ∞
0
tr
(
X(M+uI)−1Y (M+uI)−1
)
du, (2.14)
we obtain the Kubo-Mori metric [40]
g1,M(∆) :=
∫ ∞
0
tr
(
∆(M+uI)−1∆(M+uI)−1
)
du. (2.15)
This is a Riemannian metric on the manifold of positive definite matrices. The expression (2.14)
is based on the expansion of the logarithm
log(M+∆) = log(M)+
∫ ∞
0
(M+uI)−1∆(M+uI)−1du+o(‖∆‖)
where ∫ ∞
0
(M+uI)−1∆(M+uI)−1du
can be thought of as a non-commutative division of ∆ by M.
Equation (2.15) gives rise to
g1, f (∆) =
∫ pi
−pi
∫ ∞
0
tr
(
∆( f +uI)−1∆( f +uI)−1
)
dudθ (2.16)
as a metric between PSD’s. We point out that the geodesics induced by the Kubo-Mori metric
(2.15) on the manifold of positive definite matrices are still unknown.
Riemannian metric induced by the I-S distance and “flatness” of spectra
The generalized Itakura-Saito distance (2.4) and the distance based on the “flatness” of spectra
of innovation process (2.9) are respectively related to the following distances between positive
definite matrices M0 and M1
dIS(M0,M1) := tr(M0M−11 − log(M0M−11 )− I)
dflat(M0,M1) := tr(M−10 M1+M
−1
1 M0−2I) .
Consider ∆ as a perturbation of M. By expanding dIS(M+∆,M) and dflaw(M+∆,M) in terms
of ∆, we find that they have the same quadratic term, see [29], that is expressed as
g2,M(∆) := tr(M
−1∆M−1∆). (2.17)
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This is a Riemannian metric on the manifold of positive definite matrices and it coincides to the
Fisher-Rao metric for zero-mean Gaussian distributions [41].
The Fisher-Rao metric has been studied extensively in recent years [41, 42]. The geodesic
and geodesic length induced by this metric has been derived explicitly. Given two positive
definite matrices M0 and M1, and let M(τ) with τ ∈ [0,1] be a smooth path on the manifold
of positive definite matrices. Then the geodesic connecting M0 and M1 induced by g2,M is the
solution of
inf
M(τ)
{∫ 1
0
√
g2,M(M˙)dt |M(0) = M0, M(1) = M1
}
(2.18)
which is explicitly given as
M(τ) = M
1
2
0 (M
− 12
0 M1M
− 12
0 )
τM
1
2
0 .
The the geodesic distance is given as
‖ log(M−
1
2
0 M1M
− 12
0 )‖F.
The Riemannian metric for matrix-valued PSD’s induced by DIS and Dflat is
g2, f (∆) =
∫ pi
−pi
tr
(
f −1∆ f −1∆
) dθ
2pi
.
The corresponding geodesic connecting f 0 and f 1 is
f (τ) = f
1
2
0 ( f
− 12
0 f 1 f
− 12
0 )
τ f
1
2
0 (2.19)
which has been studied in [29] for analyzing the deformation of PSD’s.
Riemannian metric induced by sub-optimality of prediction
Consider two matrix-valued PSD’s f and f +∆, the quadratic form approximation of
Dpred( f , f +∆)
in term of ∆ leads to the Riemannian metric [29]
g3, f (∆) := tr
∫ pi
−pi
( f −1+ ∆ f
−∗
+ )
2 dθ
2pi
− tr
(∫ pi
−pi
f −1+ ∆ f
−∗
+
dθ
2pi
)2
.
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In the case when f is a scalar-valued PSD, this reduces to the metric derived in [23]. The
geodesics induced by g3, f are unknown in general. But in the scalar case, a geodesic given in
[23] is expressed as
f (τ) = f0
(
f1
f0
)τ
for τ ∈ [0, 1]
which coincides with (2.19). The geodesics induced by g3, f are not unique [23].
Riemmannian metric induced by the generalized Hellinger/Bures distance
The distance dBures in (2.12) induces the Bure’s metric [39, 43]
g4,M(∆) := tr(∆X), where
1
2
(MX +XM) = ∆ (2.20)
where X is thought of as a non-commutative division of ∆ by M. Given two positive definite
matrices M0 and M1, let
W0 = M
1
2
0 and W1 = M
− 12
0 (M
1
2
0 M1M
1
2
0 )
1
2 .
Then Mi =WiW ∗i for i = 0,1. The distance dBures(M0,M1) = ‖W0−W1‖F. The geodesic con-
necting M0 and M1 is given by the straight line connecting W0 and W1, and is expressed as
M(τ) = ((1− τ)W0+ τW1)
(
(1− τ)W0+ τW1) 12
)∗
. (2.21)
By applying (2.20) frequency-wise to f , the Riemannian metric is given as
g4, f (∆) :=
∫ pi
−pi
tr(∆X)dθ , where
1
2
( f X +X f ) = ∆. (2.22)
The geodesic induced by g4, f is
f (τ) =
(
(1− τ) f
1
2
0 + τ f
− 12
0 ( f
1
2
0 f 1 f
1
2
0 )
1
2
)(
(1− τ) f
1
2
0 + τ f
− 12
0 ( f
1
2
0 f 1 f
1
2
0 )
1
2
)∗
(2.23)
which has been used in [38] in the context of spectral deformation.
2.3 Remarks
In spectral analysis, a main interest is to identify the frequencies that have the dominant power.
In antennas array, these frequencies reflect the direction of sources with respect to the receiver
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Figure 2.1: Power spectra f0(θ), f1(θ) and f2(θ) for θ ∈ [0,pi].
[13]. In this, there is a natural property that is desirable for the distance measures between
power spectra. A natural distance should reflect the closeness of the locations of power.
Consider the three power spectra shown in Figure 2.1. We expect the distance between f0
and f1 to be much smaller than the distance between f0 and f2. The distance measures we have
seen so far as well as many other distances, including the total variation distance
‖ f0− f1‖TV =
∫
| f0− f1|dx,
have a common property that they compare the PSD’s frequency-wise. For this densities shown
in the figure, ‖ f0− f1‖TV is the same as ‖ f0− f2‖TV. So these distances don’t have the expected
property.
A natural distance has the desired property is given by the Wasserstein metric that originates
from the theory of OMT. It has already been used in the context of spectral analysis in [22, 44]
. In the next chapter, we introduce some background materials on the theory of OMT and the
Wasserstein metric.
Chapter 3
Optimal mass transport
We introduce some background materials on the Monge-Kantorovich optimal mass transport
problem and on the Wasserstein metric for comparing scalar-valued probability density func-
tions. The 2-Wasserstein distance between Gaussian distributions is discussed in detail. We also
present a survey the generalizations of the OMT distance for density functions with unbalanced
masses. Finally, we discuss the structure of the optimal transference plan for densities on a
circle.
3.1 The Monge-Kantorovich problem
Consider a pile of sand on the ground. Assume that we are given a task to move the sand to fill
up a hole on the ground, and assume that the hole has equal volume as the sand. Since it costs
energy to move mass around, it is natural to seek for the optimal strategy that costs the minimum
amount of energy. The optimal solution for this mass allocation problem is considered in the
optimal mass transportation (OMT) theory.
We assume that the total mass is normalized to one, and model the pile and the hole by two
density functions f0 and f1 on some space X and Y , respectively. Let the amount of energy
that is needed to transport one ton of sand from location x ∈ X to y ∈ Y be c(x,y). The original
formulation of mass transportation problem is to find a mass-preserving map t(x) : X → Y that
minimizes
inf
t
∫
X
c(x, t(x)) f0(x)dx (3.1)
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and satisfies that
f0(x) = f1(t(x))|det∇t(x)|.
This problem was formulated by Monge in 1781 [45]. In this, there is a strong requirement that
no mass splits, i.e. all the mass at x is transferred to t(x). However, there may not be admissible
solutions, and examples can be easily found when f0 and f1 are discrete distributions.
A more general formulation is proposed by Kantorovich in 1941 [46] which allows the split
of mass. Let m(x,y) denote the mass that is transferred from x to y. Since all the mass moved
out from the point x equals to f0(x) and all the mass that is transported to y equals to f1(y), then
m(x,y) satisfies that ∫
Y
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),
∫
X
m(x,y)dx = f1(y). (3.2)
Thus m(x,y) is thought as a density function on the product space X ×Y with marginals on X
and Y given by f0 and f1, respectively. The joint density function m(x,y) is usually referred to
as the transference plan. Let
M( f0, f1) := {m | m≥ 0, (3.2) holds}
denote the set of all admissible transference plans. The optimal transportation cost is computed
as
Tc( f0, f1) = min
m∈M( f0, f1)
∫
X×Y
c(x,y)m(x,y)dxdy. (3.3)
The optimization problem in (3.3) is usually referred to as the Monge-Kantorovich problem see
e.g. [12, page 19]. The optimal solution in (3.3) is called the optimal transference plan.
The Monge-Kantorovich problem also has a probabilistic interpretation. Consider two ran-
dom variables x ∈ X and y ∈ Y which are distributed according to f0 and f1, respectively. The
minimum E (c(x,y)) over all joint density functions of (x,y) is exactly the optimal transporta-
tion cost Tc( f0, f1).
The Monge-Kantorovich problem (3.3) admits a dual formulation
Tc( f0, f1) = sup
φ ,ψ
{∫
X
φ(x) f0(x)dx+
∫
Y
ψ(y) f1(y)dy | φ(x)+ψ(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
(3.4)
see e.g. [12, page 19]. An interesting informal interpretation of the dual problem is provided
in [12] and is explained next. Consider the problem of transporting sand given in the first
paragraph. If we transport the mass by ourselves, then it costs us c(x,y) for moving one ton of
sand from x to y. Suppose there is a moving company that offers trucks to delivery the mass
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and we don’t need to worry about the transference plan. The price that we need to pay for the
delivery is φ(x) per ton of mass that is loaded at x and ψ(y) per ton of mass that is unloaded at y.
For the price to be reasonable, the sum φ(x)+ψ(y) should be not larger than c(x,y). Otherwise,
we will handle the shipping by ourselves. The Kantorovich duality (3.4) tells that if the moving
company decides the prices cleverly, we will pay them as much as the amount we would have
spent if we handle the transportation by ourselves.
3.2 The Wasserstein metric
Consider probability density functions have support on a compact subset X ⊂ Rn. Let the cost
function c(x,y) in (3.3) be of the form c(x,y) = ‖x−y‖p for p> 0. We denote the corresponding
optimal transportation cost as Tp( f0, f1) with a subscript p for the exponent in the cost function.
Then
Wp := T
min(1, 1p )
p
defines a metric on the set of probability density functions [12]. The metric is usually referred
to as the p-Wasserstein metric.
An interesting property of the Wasserstein metric is that it metrizes weak convergence of
probability measures, see e.g. [12]. We use the same notation Wp(µ0,µ1) when we compare
probability measures. Consider a probability measure µ and a sequence of measures {µk : k ∈
N} on X . The weak-continuouity property of Wp implies that Wp(µk,µ) converges to zero if
and only if for any given continuous and bounded function φ∫
X
φdµk −→
k→∞
∫
X
φdµ.
The weak convergence of probability measures is truly a weak∗ convergence [47, page 68].
However, we use the terminology “weak convergence” throughout as is common in probability
theory.
A basic problem in optimal mass transport is to identify the geometry of the optimal trans-
ference plan. In the case of a quadratic cost function, i.e. c(x,y) = ‖x− y‖2, the transference
plan can be characterized very neatly. A fundamental result shows that a transference plan is
optimal if and only if it is concentrated on the sub-differential of a convex function. A transfer-
ence plan m is the unique optimal solution in (3.3) with a quadratic cost if and only if it only has
support on a thin subset {(x,∇φ(x)) : x ∈ X} with ∇φ the unique gradient of a convex function.
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This result is due to Knott and Smith [48] and Brenier [49]. In this case, ∇φ(x) is the unique
solution t(x) to the Monge’s problem (3.1).
The 2-Wasserstein distance has a simple expression when f0 and f1 only have support on
the real line. Let F0 and F1 be the cumulative distribution functions of f0 and f1, respectively.
Then
W2( f0, f1) =
(∫ 1
0
|F−10 (t)−F−11 (t)|2dt
) 1
2
.
The optimal map in Monge’s problem is given by t(x) = F−11 (F0(x)) which satisfies that∫ x
−∞
f0(x)dx =
∫ t(x)
−∞
f1(y)dy. (3.5)
The optimal transference plan in situations when c(x,y) = ‖x−y‖p with 0< p< 1 behaves
very differently from the solution when p > 1. First, the common mass between f0 and f1 has
to stay in place. Secondly, the optimal mapping tends to have reverse orientation from the map
induced by a convex cost, see e.g. [50]. If 0< p≤ 1, then the cost function c(x,y) = ‖x−y‖p is
a metric, i.e. it satisfies the triangular inequality. In this case, the Monge-Kantorovich problem
(3.3) is equivalent to
W1( f0, f1) = min
m
{∫
c(x,y)m(x,y)dxdy | m(x,y)≥ 0,
∫
m(x,y)−m(y,x)dy = f0(x)− f1(x)
}
(3.6)
which is referred to as the Kantorovich-Rubinstein transshipment problem. Its dual expression
is
Wp( f0, f1) = sup
φ
{∫
X
φ(x)( f0(x)− f1(x))dx | φ(x)−φ(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
. (3.7)
We notice that the distance only depends on the difference f0− f1.
3.2.1 Distance between Gaussian distributions
Consider two random variables x and y taking values inRd . Let f0 and f1 denote the probability
density functions. Then
W2( f0, f1)2 = inf
m
{
E (|x−y|2) | m(x,y)≥ 0,
∫
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),
∫
m(x,y)dx = f1(y)
}
(3.8)
where the expectation E is with respect to the joint probability density function m. Assume x
and y are zero-mean Gaussian random variables with covariance R0 and R1, respectively. Let
C := E (xy′),
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then
E (‖x−y‖2) = tr(R0+R1−C−C′)
and
W2( f0, f1)2 = min
C
{
tr(R0+R1−C−C′) |
[
R0 C
C′ R1
]
≥ 0
}
. (3.9)
A closed form solution is given as
C = R−
1
2
1 (R
1
2
1 R0R
1
2
1 )
1
2 R
1
2
1 (3.10)
and W2( f0, f1) is given by
W2( f0, f1) = tr(R0+R1−2(R
1
2
1 R0R
1
2
1 )
1
2 )
1
2 (3.11)
see e.g. [51, 38]. By comparing this formula with the Bures distance dBures in (2.12), we readily
have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. For f0 and f1 Gaussian zero mean distributions with covariances R0 and R1,
respectively,
W2( f0, f1) = dBures(R0,R1).
Proof. We now show that given R0,R1 > 0, the solution of (3.9) has an explicit closed-form
expression given in (3.10).
Consider the Schur complement
P := R0−CR−11 C′.
This is clearly nonnegative definite. Then,
CR−
1
2
1 = (R0−P)
1
2 U, (3.12)
where UU ′ = I, and therefore
C = (R0−P) 12 UR
1
2
1 . (3.13)
Moreover,
tr(C) = tr((R0−P) 12 UR
1
2
1 )
= tr(R
1
2
1 (R0−P)
1
2 U). (3.14)
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Since R0 and R1 are given, minimizing tr(R0+R1−C−C′) is equivalent to maximizing tr(C).
Let UCΛCV ′C be the singular value decomposition of R
1
2
1 (R0−P)
1
2 , and
U0 := argmax
U
{tr(R
1
2
1 (R0−P)
1
2 U) |UU ′ = I}.
Then, U0 must satisfy V ′CU0 =U
′
C and
R
1
2
1 (R0−P)
1
2 U0 = (R
1
2
1 (R0−P)R
1
2
1 )
1
2 . (3.15)
From (3.14) we have tr(C) = tr((R
1
2
1 (R0−P)R
1
2
1 )
1
2 ). Since P ≥ 0, the tr(C) is maximal when
P = 0.
Thus, setting P = 0 into (3.15), we have
U0 = R
− 12
0 R
− 12
1 (R
1
2
1 R0R
1
2
1 )
1
2 .
By substituting the expression of U0 and P = 0 into (3.13), we obtain the optimal C given in
(3.10). We note that the optimal C can also be written as
C = R
1
2
0 (R
1
2
0 R1R0)
1
2 R−
1
2
0 .
The distance dBures brings to us a natural tool to quantify statistical errors in covariance
matrices since it reflects the 2-Wasserstein metric between the corresponding Gaussian distri-
butions. We note that for a given ε ≥ and a covariance matrix R0, the set of covariances
{R | dBures(R0,R)≤ ε}
is convex and it is equivalent to{
R | ∃C such that tr(R0+R−C−C′)≤ ε2 and
[
R0 C
C′ R
]
≥ 0
}
.
This expression has been used in [52] to quantify errors in covariance matrices. The distance
dBures also brings a computational efficient tool for covariance approximation problem. Suppose
that we are looking for a covariance matrix R in a set of covariance matricesS that is close to a
sample covariance R0. It is natural to consider a covariance approximation problem of the form
min
R∈S
dBures(R0,R).
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From the LMI problem (3.9), this is equivalent to
min
R∈S,C
{
tr(R0+R−C−C′) |
[
R0 C
C′ R
]
≥ 0
}
.
This has been used in [38, 53] in the context of Toeplitz structured covariance approximation
problem.
3.3 A Riemannian structure
The 2-Wasserstein metric leads to a Riemannian metric between probability density functions
which was first introduced by Benamou and Brenier in [54]. Let f (t,x) be a time-varying
density function with t ∈ [0,1] and x ∈ Rd . Consider the continuity equations
∂t f +div( f v) = 0 (3.16a)
where v denotes a velocity field and ∂t f corresponds to a tangent vector at f . If the initial and
final conditions are given as
f (0,x) = f0(x) and f (1,x) = f1(x) (3.16b)
then it was shown in [54] that the optimal transportation cost can also be expressed as
T2( f0, f1) = inf
v
{∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
f (t,x)|v(t,x)|2dxdt | f (t,x) satisfies (3.16a) and (3.16b)
}
. (3.17)
The optimal velocity field satisfies that
v(t,x) = ∇φ(t,x)
where φ is a potential function. For a tangent vector at ∂t f , there is a unique ∇φ such that
∂t f +div( f∇φ) = 0. (3.18a)
The optimal potential function φ(t,x) that makes f (t,x) be a minimizer (3.17) satisfies the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation
∂tφ +
1
2
|∇φ |2 = 0. (3.18b)
The equations (3.18a) and (3.18b) determine the geodesics induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric.
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The Riemannian structure induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric is based on equations (3.17)
and (3.18a). Let f˙ be a tangent vector at f and let ∇φ satisfy
f˙ =−div( f∇φ).
Then the Riemannian metric is defined as
g f ( f˙ , f˙ ) :=
∫
f |∇φ |2dx. (3.19)
If f only has support on R, the Riemannian metric is explicitly given as
g f ( f˙ , f˙ ) =
∫
R
F˙2
f
dx (3.20)
where
F˙(x) =
∫ x
−∞
f˙ (y)dy
is a tangent vector at the cumulative density function F , see e.g. [22].
The geodesic fτ for τ ∈ [0,1] between the two end-points f0 and f0 is determined by the
gradient flow of the potential function [12, page 252]. For the special case when f0 and f1 are
densities on the real line, the geodesic is computed via
Fτ((1− τ)x+ τt(x)) = F0(x) (3.21)
where t(x) is computed via (3.5) and Fτ is the cumulative function of fτ .
The geodesics for Gaussian distributions induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric can also be
computed explicitly. Consider two zero-mean Gaussian distribution functions f0 and f1 with
covariances R0 and R1, respectively. The probability density functions f (τ) on the geodesic be-
tween f0 and f1 induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric are also zero-mean Gaussian distributions.
The corresponding covariances are given by
R(τ) =
(
(1− τ)R
1
2
0 + τR
− 12
0 (R
1
2
0 R1R
1
2
0 )
1
2
)(
(1− τ)R
1
2
0 + τR
− 12
0 (R
1
2
0 R1R
1
2
0 )
1
2
)′
(3.22)
for τ ∈ [0,1] which is exactly the geodesic between the covariance matrices induced by dBures
in (2.21). In the situation when f0 and f1 are not zero-mean Gaussian distributions, the corre-
sponding f (τ) is still a Gaussian distribution function with the covariance matrix given in (3.22)
and the mean is given by (1− τ)E (x)+ τE (y), see e.g. [55].
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3.4 The gradient flows with respect to the 2-Wasserstein metric
A remarkable result in optimal mass transportation theory is that many differential equations for
the evolution of probability density functions can be viewed as the gradient flow with respect
to the 2-Wasserstein metric [56, 57]. This was pointed out by Jordan, Kinderlehrer and Otto in
[56]. The derivation of this result is based on the Riemannian metric introduced in the previous
section.
Consider a probability density function f on Rd . Let f˙ be a tangent vector at f . Then
the gradient direction of a functional G( f ) induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric, denoted by
gradW G( f ), is defined by the equation
dG( f + t f˙ )
dt
|t=0= g f (gradW G( f ), f˙ )
where g f (·, ·) denotes the Riemannian metric induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric in (3.19).
Both gradW G( f ) and f˙ are tangent vectors at f . There are two potential functions φ and ψ that
satisfy
gradW G( f ) =−div( f∇φ) ,
f˙ =−div( f∇ψ) .
Following (3.19), we have
g f (gradW G( f ), f˙ ) =
∫
(∇φ ·∇ψ) f dx
=
∫
−φ div(∇ψ)dx
=
∫
φ f˙ dx
=
∫ δG
δ f
f˙ dx
where we have used integration by parts. Then we have φ = δGδ f and
gradW G( f ) =−div( f∇
δG
δ f
) (3.23)
see also [12, page 251]. If f˙ satisfies that
f˙ = gradW G( f ) =−div( f∇
δG
δ f
),
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then it is a gradient direction of G with respect to the 2-Wasserstein metric. In particular, the
heat equation
f˙ = fxx
is obtain with G( f ) =−∫ f log f .
We note that a noncommutative analogy the 2-Wasserstein metric has been recently intro-
duced by Carlen and Maas in [58]. The probability density functions are generalized to positive
operators in a Clifford algebra with trace one. The gradient flows induced by the generalized
metric are also derived.
3.5 Generalizations of the Wasserstein metric
We study the generalizations of the Wasserstein metric in two different aspects. In the first part,
we provide a survey of the methods that have been used to compare density functions that don’t
have equal integrals. Some the methods will be used later to introduce transportation distance
between matrix-valued density functions. In the second part, we focus on the OMT problem
between density functions on a circle and we discuss the structure of the optimal transference
plan.
3.5.1 Densities with non-equal masses
Consider two density functions f0 and f1 that have non-equal mass, i.e.
∫
X f0dx 6=
∫
X f1dx. The
Wasserstein metric is no longer suitable to compare f0 and f1. A distance suggested in [44] is
based on a mixture of optimal transportation cost and total variation distance. For κ > 0, the
proposed distance is
Tc,κ( f0, f1) := inf
f˜0, f˜1
Tc( f˜0, f˜1)+κ
1
∑
k=0
‖ fk− f˜k‖TV (3.24)
where f˜k’s for k = 0,1 are considered as the noise-free density functions that have equal mass
while the difference between fk’s and f˜k’s are caused by additive noise. For c(x,y) = ‖x− y‖p
with p> 0, it was shown in [44] that
T
min(1, 1p )
c,κ
also leads to a metric that has the weak-continuity property. The optimization problem (3.24)
can be interpreted as a transportation problem on the set X ∪∞ and a mass is added at ∞ as
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needed so that the measures have equal mass. The corresponding cost function is modified so
that
cˆ(x,y) =

min(c(x,y),2κ) for x,y ∈ X ,
κ for x ∈ X , y = ∞,
κ for y ∈ X , x = ∞,
0 for x = ∞, y = ∞.
In the case when p = 1, the dual of (3.24) has a neat formulation given as follows
max
‖φ‖≤κ
‖φ‖Lip≤1
∫
φ(x)( f0(x)− f1(x))dx (3.25)
where
‖φ‖Lip := sup
x,y
| f (x)− f (y)|
‖x− y‖
is the Lipschitz semi-norm.
Several other methods have also been proposed to generalize the Wasserstein metric for
unbalanced masses. In [59], Benamou proposed a distance which is a mixtures of the trans-
portation cost and the quadratic cost as
inf
f˜1
{
T2( f0, f˜1)+
γ
2
‖ f1− f˜1‖2
}
where γ is a positive parameter which is used to adjust the relative significance of the two
parts. This distance was recently used in the context of variational data assimilation to quantify
the error in states in [60]. Figalli [61] studies the transportation between a portion of two
distributions with non-equal mass. Recently, Piccoli and Rossi [62] proposes a very similar
formulation as (3.24) and they consider the problem
inf
f˜0, f˜1
aWp( f˜0, f˜1)+b
1
∑
k=0
‖ fk− f˜k‖TV
with a,b> 0 and p> 1.
3.5.2 Mass transport on the circle
We consider a mass transportation problem between density functions on the circle and study
the property of the optimal transference plan. For simplicity, the density functions f0, f1 are
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assumed to be continuous and positive. In the classical OMT problem, if f0 and f1 have support
on the interval [0,1] ⊂ R and if the transportation cost is given by the usual quadratic cost
function, then the optimal map is monotonically increasing which is determined by the equation
(3.5). The points 0 and 1 in the interval [0,1] are two fixed points of this optimal map, i.e. the
mass at 0 and 1 stay in place. This is no longer true for the optimal transference plan between
densities on the circle.
We parameterize the circle as the segment [0,1] with identified end-points. The transporta-
tion cost function is considered as
c(x,y) = min{|x− y|2,(1−|x− y|)2}, for x,y ∈ [0,1]. (3.26)
The corresponding optimal transport cost is denoted as
Tcircle( f0, f1) := min
m
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)m(x,y)dxdy | m(x,y)≥ 0,∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f1(y)
}
. (3.27)
We characterize the structure of the optimal transference plan and show that there are at least
two fixed points in the optimal map. The proof of these results are based on the following
lemmas.
For any x ∈ R, let [x] denote the element in the equivalent class x+Z that belongs to [0,1).
Let mˆ(x,y) be the optimal solution of (3.27). For any given θ , let
mθ (x,y) := mˆ([x], [y]), ∀x,y ∈ [θ ,θ + 12 ].
Lemma 2. If mθ (x,y) has support on (x1,y1) and (x2,y2), then
(x1− x2)(y1− y2)> 0.
Proof. Since mˆ is the optimal solution of (3.27), mθ is the optimal transference plan for the
masses that is transported form the half circle [θ ,θ + 12 ] to itself. However, the transportation
cost function on this half circle is the same as the cost on a straight line which is |x− y|2. Thus
the transference plan corresponds to a monotonically increasing function on each half circle.
The lemma follows directly from Theorem 2.12 in [12, page 66].
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Corollary 3. Let mˆ be the optimal solution of (3.27) for two continuous and positive functions
f0 and f1. Then for any x ∈ [0,1), mˆ(x, [x+ 12 ]) = 0.
Proof. Assume that there exist x ∈ [0,1) such that mˆ(x, [x+ 12 ]) 6= 0, i.e. the mass at x is trans-
ferred to [x+ 12 ]. So the mass at [x+
1
2 ] is not transferred to the half circle [x,x+
1
2 ] and it must
be transferred to the half circle [x+ 12 ,x+ 1). But on the half circle [x+
1
2 ,x+ 1], the mass on
x+ 1 is transferred to x+ 12 while the mass on x+
1
2 is transferred to the same interval. This
implies that all the masses in f1 are concentrated at [x+ 12 ]. This contradicts to the assumption
that f1 is continuous and positive. Thus the corollary is proved.
Based on the above lemma and corollary, we are ready to show the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Given two continuous and positive probability densities f0, f1 on the circle, let
mˆ(x,y) be the optimal solution of (3.27). If mˆ(0,θ) 6= 0, then mˆ only has support on the set
{(x, [t(x)]) | x ∈ [0,1]}
with t : [0,1]→ [θ ,θ +1] being a continuous and monotonic function.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider the case when the mass at x = 0 is transported
to t(0) = θ ∈ [0, 12). The case when t(0) ∈ (12 ,1) can be cast to the former one by switching
the two density functions f0 and f1. The situation when t(0) = 12 is ruled out by the above
corollary. From Lemma 2, the optimal map at every half circle is monotonically increasing. We
need to show that this map is also continuous. It suffices to show that it is continuous at 0, i.e.
for x ∈ [0, 12), as x→ 0, t(x)→ θ . The continuity at other points can be shown similarly by a
changing of coordinate. We only prove that the map is upper semi-continuous at x = 0, the case
of lower semiconscious is proved analogously by changing the coordinate from x to 1− x.
Assume that the optimal maps is not continuous at x= 0, and for x ∈ [0, 12), limx→0 t(x) = θ+c
for some c> 0. Then from Lemma 2, θ + c ∈ (θ ,θ + 12 ]. Moreover,
for x ∈ [θ + c− 1
2
,θ + c]∪ [0, 1
2
], t(x) 6∈ (θ ,θ + c),
and
for x ∈ (θ ,θ + c), t(x) 6∈ [θ + c− 1
2
,θ + c].
Otherwise, there is a contradiction to Lemma 2. So there exists at least a point x ∈ [12 ,θ +c+ 12 ]
such that y := t(x) ∈ (θ ,θ + c). If t(y) ∈ [y− 12 ,y], then we find that the transference plan has
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support on (0,θ) and (y, t(y)) which satisfy
(y−0)(t(y)−θ)< 0.
This contradicts to Lemma 2. So t(y) has to be in the interval (y,y+ 12). Since x ∈ (y,y+ 12)
and t(x) = y, t(y) cannot be in (y,y+ 12) otherwise there is also a contradiction to Lemma 2.
Thus the assumption that the optimal map t is not continuous at x = 0 fails and the proof is
completed.
From Proposition 4 the optimal transference plan is represented by a shifted monotonically
increasing function. We note that this result is also pointed out in [63] but with a different
approach. For the analysis of the structure of optimal transference plan, it is convenient to lift
the densities f0 and f1 from the circle to the real line and consider them as periodic functions,
i.e. consider f0 and f1 as periodic functions on R with period 1. For x ∈ [0,1], the values of
f0 and f1 are the same as the values on the circle. From Proposition 4, the transference plan
monotonically maps the mass of f0 on [0,1] to f1 on [θ ,θ +1]. Let F0 and F1 be the cumulative
functions of f0 and f1, respectively, with F0(0) = F1(0) = 0. Then, from the monotonicity of t,
it follows that F0(x) = F1(t(x))−F1(θ). Thus
t(x) = F−11 (F0(x)+F1(θ)) (3.28)
which is a strictly increasing function of x. To simplify the notations, we denote by F˜0 and F˜1
the inverse functions F−10 and F
−1
1 , respectively. Then the optimal transport cost
Tcircle( f0, f1) =
∫ 1
0
f0(x)|t(x)− x|2dx (3.29a)
=
∫ 1
0
|F˜0(v)− F˜1(v+F1(θ))|2dv (3.29b)
where (3.29b) is obtained via a changing of variable with v = F0(x).
Proposition 5. For the optimal map t : [0,1]→ [θ ,θ + 1] in Proposition 4, there are at least
two points x1,x2 ∈ [0, 1] such that t(xi) = xi, for i = 1,2.
Proof. For ω ∈ [0,1], let
tω(x) = F˜0(F0(x)+F1(ω)). (3.30)
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Then the optimal map t(x) is equal to tω(x) when ω = θ . Then for any fixed x, tω(x) is strictly
increasing with respect to ω . Let
Tω,circle( f0, f1) :=
∫ 1
0
f0(x)|tω(x)− x|2dx
and we consider Tω,circle( f0, f1) as a function of ω . Then from the optimality of the t(x) with
t(0) = θ it holds that
θ = argmin
ω
Tω,circle( f0, f1). (3.31)
The first order derivative of Tω,circle( f0, f1) satisfies that
dTω,circle
dω
|ω=θ= 2
∫ 1
0
f0(x)(t(x)− x)dtω(x)dω |ω=θ dx = 0 (3.32)
where dtω (x)dω > 0. If there is no x such that t(x) = x, and from the continuity and monotonicity
of t(x) then either t(x)− x > 0 for all x ∈ [0,1] or t(x)− x < 0 for all x ∈ [0,1]. In both cases,
(3.32) is not equal to zero. For (3.32) holds, from the continuity and monotonicity of t(x), we
need at least two fixed points xi such that t(xi) = xi.
We illustrate the result in Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 based on the following two prob-
ability density functions f0 f1 that are supported on [0,1] shown in Figure 3.1. The optimal
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Figure 3.1: Two probability density functions f0, f1 supported on [0,1].
transference plan between f0 and f1 with the circular cost function (3.26) is shown in Figure
3.2. The transference plan is a two dimensional density function having support on a thin set
which is shown as the gray curve. The value of the density function is illustrated in the gray
scale colors. The two points which are the intersection between the transference plan and the
line y = x are the two fixed points in the transference plan. For comparison, we consider the
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Figure 3.2: The optimal transference plan between f0, f1 with the circular cost function (3.26).
The intersections of the line y = x and the transference plan corresponds to two fixed points.
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Figure 3.3: The optimal transference plan between f0, f1 with the quadratic cost function
c(x,y) = |x− y|2. The two fixed points of the transference plan are x = 0,1.
optimal transference plan associated with the quadratic cost function c(x,y) = |x− y|2 which is
shown in Figure 3.3. We note that the transference plan shown in Figure 3.3 corresponds to a
monotonic increasing function and the transference plan in Figure 3.2 corresponds to a shifted
and circular function.
3.6 Remarks
This chapter presents certain preliminary materials on the Monge-Kantorovich OMT problem
and the Wasserstein metric. The 2-Wasserstein metric between zero-mean Gaussian distri-
butions is studied in detail. We point out the 2-Wasserstein metric between two zero-mean
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Gaussian distributions coincides with the Bures distance between the corresponding covariance
matrices. Several methods on generalizing the Monge-Kantorovich problem for non-balanced
masses are reviewed. Some of these methods will be used later in the next chapter to formu-
late a distance between matrix-valued density functions. As an extension, the optimal mass
transportation problem between densities on the circle is studied. It is shown that the optimal
transference plan always has at least two fixed points.
Chapter 4
OMT for matrix-valued densities with
equal integral
In this chapter, we introduce a generalization of the Monge-Kantorovich problem to compare
matrix-valued densities. We start by considering matrix-valued density functions in the set
S :=
{
f | f has support on [0,1], f (x)≥ 0, and
∫ 1
0
f (x)dx = I`×`
}
The elements inS are positive semi-definite matrix valued functions that have the same integral
which is the identity matrix. We introduce a formulation of optimal mass transportation for
comparing f 0, f 1 ∈S which leads to a generalization of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein problem.
Obviously, the assumption that the matrix-valued density functions have equal integral is too
strong. We then relax this assumption and present an alternative distance that is suitable for
density functions with not necessarily balanced masses and is weakly continuous.
4.1 Matrix-valued Kantorovich-Rubinstein problem
We begin with an observation on the Kantorovich-Rubinstein problem for scalar-valued density
functions. Consider two scalar-valued density functions f0 and f1 having support on [0,1], the
Wasserstein metric Wp( f0, f1) corresponding to a cost function
c(x,y) = ‖x− y‖p with 0< p≤ 1
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is defined as
Wp( f0, f1) = min
m
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)m(x,y)dxdy | m(x,y)≥ 0,∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f1(y)
}
. (4.1a)
Because the exponent 0< p≤ 1, the cost is a metric and
Wp( f0, f1) = sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
φ(x)( f0(x)− f1(x))dx | φ(x)−φ(y)≤ c(x,y),∀x,y
}
(4.1b)
where (4.1b) is referred to as the Kantorovich-Rubinstein mass transshipment problem. We
observe that the positive constraint on m(x,y) can be removed by using an absolute value of
penalty of m(x,y) in the objective function and the optimal value does not change. This is
elaborated next.
Proposition 6. Given two probability density functions f0 and f1 having support on [0,1], let
Wp( f0, f1) denote the p-Wasserstein metric with 0< p≤ 1, then
Wp( f0, f1) = inf
m
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)|m(x,y)|dxdy |
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f1(x)
}
(4.2)
Proof. Let mˆ(x,y) denote the optimal solution of (4.2). Since the set{
m | m≥ 0,
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f0(x),
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f1(y)
}
is only a subset of the feasible set in (4.2), then clearly
Wp( f0, f1)≥
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)|mˆ(x,y)|dxdy.
We will show that the inequality also holds in the other direction. We decompose mˆ as
mˆ(x,y) = mˆ+(x,y)− mˆ−(x,y)
with mˆ+(x,y), mˆ−(x,y)≥ 0 and |mˆ(x,y)|= mˆ+(x,y)+ mˆ−(x,y). Let
f0,+(x) :=
∫
mˆ+(x,y)dy and f1,+(y) :=
∫
mˆ+(x,y)dx
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f0,−(x) :=
∫
mˆ−(x,y)dy and f1,−(y) :=
∫
mˆ−(x,y)dx.
Then f0,+(x)− f0,−(x) = f0(x) and f1,+(x)− f1,−(x) = f1(x). Thus mˆ+ and mˆ− are transporta-
tion plans for f0,+, f1,+ and f0,−, f1,−, respectively. From the optimality of mˆ(x,y),∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)|mˆ(x,y)|dxdy =Wp( f0,+, f1,+)+Wp( f0,−, f1,−).
From (3.7),
Wp( f0,+, f1,+)+Wp( f0,−, f1,−)
= sup
φ+
{∫ 1
0
φ+( f0,+− f1,+)dx | φ+(x)−φ+(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
+sup
φ−
{∫ 1
0
φ−( f1,−− f0,−)dx | φ−(x)−φ−(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
≥ sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
φ (( f0,+− f0,−)− ( f1,+− f1,−)) | φ(x)−φ(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
= sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
φ ( f0− f1)) | φ(x)−φ(y)≤ c(x,y)
}
= Wp( f0, f1).
So the proposition is proved.
We note that the condition that c(x,y) = |x− y|p with 0 < p≤ 1 is crucial in the lemma. If
p > 1, the Kantorovich-Rubinstein transhipment cost vanishes [12, page 37]. We note that the
main difference between (4.2) and the Kantorovich problem (3.3) is that the variable m in the
above is not constrained to be nonnegative and its absolute value is penalized in the objective
function. The penalty of absolute values of m introduces the possibility of considering “negative
mass”.
We propose an optimal mass transportation problem that generalizes (4.2) to matrix-valued
density functions. A natural generalization of the absolute value for scalar values to matrices is
the nuclear norm. For n×n matrix m with singular values σ0, . . . ,σn ≥ 0, its nuclear norm is
‖m‖∗ :=
n
∑
i=1
σi.
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Given two matrix-valued density functions f 0, f 1 ∈S , we consider a formulation of matrix-
valued mass transportation problem as follows
DW ( f 0, f 1) = infm
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)‖m(x,y)‖∗ |
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f 0(x),∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f 1(y)
}
(4.3)
where ‖m‖∗ denotes the nuclear norm of m. The optimization problem (4.3) reduces to (4.2)
when f 0 and f 1 are scalar-valued densities.
The constraint in the optimization problem (4.3) is always feasible. A trivial feasible solu-
tion is given as
m(x,y) = f 0(x)+ f 1(y)− I.
Analogous to the scalar-valued case, it is natural to ask if the optimization problem (4.3) still
make sense if it is constrained in the subset{
m | m(x,y)≥ 0,
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f 0(x),
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f 1(y)
}
(4.4)
where all the “mass” m(x,y) is constrained to be non-negative definite. However, this set is not
always feasible. To see this, consider the following two discrete matrix-valued density functions
f 0(x) =
[
1
2 0
0 0
]
δ (x− x1)+
[
0 0
0 12
]
δ (x− x2),
f 1(x) =
[
1
4 −14
−14 14
]
δ (x− x1)+
[
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
]
δ (x− x2).
It is easy to see that there is no feasible element in (4.4) that satisfies the given marginals since
we can not split the singular matrix-valued masses.
The nuclear norm is a convex functional, thus the optimization problem in (4.3) is convex.
Its dual problem has a formulation very similar to (4.1b).
Proposition 7. Let f 0, f 1 ∈S , then
DW( f 0, f 1) = sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
tr
(
φ ( f 0− f 1)
)
dx | φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I, ∀x,y
}
. (4.5)
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Proof. For a Hermitian matrix m, its nuclear norm
‖m‖∗ = max‖w‖≤1 tr(wm).
Let φ 0 and φ 1 be the multipliers of the constraints in (4.3), we have
DW( f 0, f 1) = infm sup‖w‖≤1
φ 0,φ 1
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr
(
(w(x,y)c(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y))m(x,y)
)
dxdy
+
∫ 1
0
tr(φ 0(x) f 0(x))dx+
∫ 1
0
tr(φ 1(y) f 1(y))dy (4.6a)
= sup
‖w‖≤1
φ 0,φ 1
inf
m
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr
(
(w(x,y)c(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y))m(x,y)
)
dxdy
+
∫ 1
0
tr(φ 0(x) f 0(x))dx+
∫ 1
0
tr(φ 1(y) f 1(y))dy. (4.6b)
Then the optimal w, φ 0 and φ 1 must satisfy
w(x,y)c(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y) = 0
otherwise the first term of (4.6b) goes to −∞. Thus
φ 0(x)+φ 1(y) = w(x,y)c(x,y) for all x,y ∈ [0,1].
Since c(x,x) = 0, then we have φ 1(x) =−φ 0(x). Thus
φ 0(x)−φ 0(y) = w(x,y)c(x,y).
From the constraint ‖w‖ ≤ 1, we have ‖φ 0(x)−φ 0(y)‖ ≤ c(x,y),∀x,y which is equivalent to
φ 0(x)−φ 0(y)≤ c(x,y)I
where the inequality is in the sense of positive semi-definiteness. Then the dual problem (4.5)
is obtained from (4.6b) with φ = φ 0.
Proposition 8. DW(·, ·) defines a metric for matrix-valued density functions inS .
Proof. For any f 0, f 1 ∈S , it is obviously that DW( f 0, f 1)=DW( f 1, f 0)≥ 0 and DW( f 0, f 1)=
0 if and only if f 0 = f 1. We will show that the triangular inequality is also satisfied.
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For f 0, f 1, f 2 ∈S ,
DW( f 0, f 1)+DW( f 1, f 2)
= sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
tr(φ ( f 0− f 1))dx | φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I
}
+ sup
ψ
{∫ 1
0
tr(ψ (x)( f 1− f 2))dx | ψ (x)−ψ ≤ c(x,y)I
}
≥ sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
tr(φ ( f 0− f 1+ f 1− f 2))dx | φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I
}
= DW( f 0, f 2).
Clearly, if f 0, f 1 do not have equal integral, the value in (4.5) is infinity. In the next section,
we discuss a generalization of the distance DW to matrix-valued densities with unbalanced
masses. The idea of the generalization is adopted from [44] where we use an additional bound
for φ .
4.2 Generalization for densities with non-equal “masses”
In the formulation of the distance DW in (4.3), we have a very restrictive assumption that the
functions having the same integral which is normalized to the identity I. If f 0 and f 1 are power
spectra of two multivariate time-series, this assumption implies that the two time-series have the
same covariance R0 = I. This is unrealistic since there may be correlations between channels,
and it is very likely that the covariances can not be normalized to the identity by the same
congruence transform. We now extend the distance to compare density functions in the set
Sˆ := { f | f has support on [0,1], f (x)≥ 0, and
∫ 1
0
f (x)dx is bounded}.
If f 0, f 1 ∈ Sˆ do not have equal integral, the primal problem (4.3) is infeasible and the dual
problem (8) will be unbounded. So we need to develop a generalized formulation of the dis-
tance DW. The generalization below is based on the metric introduced in [44] for scalar-valued
densities which was also explained in Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 3.
For f 0, f 1 ∈ Sˆ and κ > 0, we define
DW,κ( f 0, f 1) := inf
f˜ 0, f˜ 1
{
DW( f˜ 0, f˜ 1)+κ
1
∑
k=0
‖ f k(x)− f˜ k(x)‖TV
}
(4.7)
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where
‖ f − f˜ ‖TV :=
∫ 1
0
‖ f (x)− f˜ (x)‖∗dx.
The expression ‖ f − f˜ ‖TV represents a generalized total variation distance for matrix-valued
density functions. In (4.7), f˜ 0 and f˜ 1 can be thought as the noise-free components and the
difference f k− f˜ k, for k = 0,1, can be thought as the perturbation or contribution of noise. The
parameter κ is adjusted for the relative significance of the “noise-free” and noise components.
The optimization problem in (4.7) is convex. Its dual problem has a similar formulation as
(3.25) is given below.
Proposition 9. The dual of (4.7) is
DW,κ( f 0, f 1) = sup
φ
{
tr
(∫
φ ( f 0− f 1)dx
)
| φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I, ‖φ (x)‖ ≤ κ
}
. (4.8)
Proof. Since DW( f˜ 0, f˜ 1) is also the solution of an optimization problem, DW,κ( f 0, f 1) can be
written as
DW,κ( f 0, f 1) = inf
m, f˜ 0, f˜ 1
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)‖m(x,y)‖∗+κ
1
∑
k=0
‖ f k(x)− f˜ k(x)‖∗dxdy |∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f˜0(x),
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f˜1(y)
}
. (4.9)
We note the following dual formulation of the nuclear norm
‖m˜‖∗ = max‖w‖≤1 tr(wm)
‖ f k− f˜ k‖∗ = max‖λ k‖≤1
tr(λ k( f k− f˜ k)).
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Let φ 0,φ 1 be the multipliers for the two constraints. Then,
DW,κ( f 0, f 1)
= inf
m, f˜ 0, f˜ 1
sup
φ 0,φ 1
‖w‖,‖λ 0‖,‖λ 1‖≤1
{
tr
∫ (
(c(x,y)w(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y))m(x,y)+(φ 0(x)−κλ0(x)) f˜ 0(x)
+(φ 1(y)−κλ1(y)) f˜ 1(y)+κλ0(x) f 0(x)+κλ1(y) f 1(y)
)
dxdy
}
(4.10a)
= sup
φ 0,φ 1
‖w‖,‖λ 0‖,‖λ 1‖≤1
inf
m, f˜ 0, f˜ 1
{
tr
∫ (
(c(x,y)w(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y))m(x,y)+(φ 0(x)−κλ0(x)) f˜ 0(x)
+(φ 1(y)−κλ1(y)) f˜ 1(y)+κλ0(x) f 0(x)+κλ1(y) f 1(y)
)
dxdy
}
.
(4.10b)
The optimal w,φ k,λ k must satisfy that
c(x,y)w(x,y)−φ 0(x)−φ 1(y) = 0
φ 0(x)−κλ 0(x) = 0
φ 1(y)−κλ 1(y) = 0
which imply that φ 0 =−φ 1 =: φ and
φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I, and ‖φ ‖ ≤ κ.
By substituting these conditions to (4.10b), we obtain (4.8).
The transportation cost DW,κ actually defines a metric between matrix-valued density func-
tions on the set Sˆ . The proof can be carried out in a similar manner as Proposition 8. More-
over, the metric DW,κ also inherits the weak-continuity property of its scalar-valued counter part
which is explained next.
4.3 On weak-continuity of the new metric
An interesting property of the Wasserstein metric is that it metrizes weak convergence of prob-
ability measures. Thus, small changes in the Wasserstein metric reflect in small changes of any
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statistics of the corresponding measures. This property is inherited by the metric introduced in
[44] for comparing distributions with non-equal mass (c.f. Chapter 3). In the present section,
we show that a similar property also holds for DW,κ . To explain this property, we will use the
notation DW,κ(µ 0,µ ) when we compare matrix-valued measures.
Let us denote Cb(H`×`, [0,1]) as the set of continuous and bounded Hermitian matrix-valued
functions that have support on [0,1]. We show that convergence in DW,κ is equivalent to weak
convergence.
Proposition 10. Let µ be a matrix-valued measures on [0,1] and let {µ k : k ∈N} be a sequence
of matrix-valued measures with the same dimension as µ . Then
DW,κ(µ k,µ )−→k→∞ 0 (4.11a)
if and only if
∀φ ∈Cb(H`×`, [0,1]), tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ k
)
−→
k→∞
tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ
)
. (4.11b)
Proof. Since the set
{φ | φ (x)−φ (y)≤ c(x,y)I,‖φ ‖ ≤ κ}
is a subset of Cb(H`×`, [0,1]), then clearly (4.11b) implies (4.11a). We will show that (4.11a)
also implies (4.11b). The proof below follows the proof in [12, page 216] for the scalar-valued
Wasserstein metric.
Since all metrics on the real line are equivalent, we only consider c(x,y) = |x− y|. We
denote
‖φ ‖Lip := sup ‖φ (x)−φ (y)‖|x− y|
the Lipschitz semi-norm. By replacing φ with φ /max{‖φ ‖Lip, max‖φ ‖κ }, we see that (4.11b)
holds for all Lipschitz and bounded functions. The proof requires showing that any function in
Cb(H`×`, [0,1]) can be approached by sequences of Lipschitz functions from above and below
respectively.
We will need the following expression inf and sup of a φ ∈Cb(H`×`, [0,1]):
inf
x∈[0,1]
φ (x) := argsup
m
{tr(m) | φ (x)−m ≥ 0} (4.12a)
sup
x∈[0,1]
φ (x) := arg inf
m
{tr(m) | m−φ (x)≥ 0} (4.12b)
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which are the lower and upper bounds of the matrix-valued function φ (x) in term of positive
semi-definiteness. For n ∈ N, we denote
φ low,n(x) := inf
y∈[0,1]
{φ (y)+nc(x,y)I}
φ up,n(x) := sup
y∈[0,1]
{φ (y)−nc(x,y)I} .
Then, φ low,n(x)≤ φ (x)≤ φ up,n(x). For any fixed x, {φ low,n(x) : n ∈ N} and {φ up,n(x) : n ∈ N}
are increasing sequence and decreasing sequence, respectively, and they both converge to φ (x).
It is also important to note that ‖φ low,n‖Lip ≤ n and ‖φ up,n‖Lip ≤ n. To see this, for any x,y ∈
[0,1], we have
φ low,n(x)−φ low,n(y) = infz1
{
φ (z1)+nc(x,z1)I
}− inf
z2
{
φ (z2)+nc(y,z2)I
}
≤ sup
z
{
(φ (z)+nc(x,z)I)− (φ (z)+nc(y,z)I)}
= sup
z
n(c(x,z)− c(y,z))I
≤ nc(x,y)I.
Thus ‖φ low,n‖Lip ≤ n, and ‖φ up,n‖Lip ≤ n can be proved in a similar manner. Then we have
limsup
k→∞
tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ k
)
≤ liminf
n→∞ limsupk→∞
tr
(∫ 1
0
φ up,ndµ k
)
= liminf
n→∞ tr
(∫ 1
0
φ up,ndµ
)
= tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ
)
.
Similarly, using the sequence {φ low,n(x) : n ∈ N} we can also show that
liminf
k→∞
tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ k
)
≥ tr
(∫ 1
0
φ dµ
)
.
Then the proof is completed.
4.4 Generalization with convex cost functions
The distance DW relies on the cost being concave. Indeed, when the cost function is convex, e.g.
c(x,y) = |x− y|2, DW is zero. In this section, we explore a possibility of defining a meaningful
notion of distance that is also suitable for convex cost.
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For f 0, f 1 ∈ Sˆ and κ ≥ 0, we define
DˆW,κ( f 0, f 1) := min
m, f˜ 0, f˜ 1
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr(m(x)c(x,y))dxdy+κ
1
∑
k=0
‖ f˜ k− f k‖TV |
m(x,y)≥ 0,
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dy = f˜ 0(x),
∫ 1
0
m(x,y)dx = f˜ 1(y)
}
. (4.13)
We note that the above m(x,y) is constrained to be positive semi-definite whereas the m(x,y) in
(4.9) for defining DW,κ is not. Apparently,
DˆW,κ( f 0, f 1)≥ DW,κ( f 0, f 1).
The distance DˆW,κ relates to (3.24) and they coincide when f 0 and f 1 are both scalar-valued
densities. Using Lagrangian multiplier method, we obtain the dual of (4.13) as
DˆW,κ( f 0, f 1) = sup
φ ,ψ
{∫ 1
0
tr
(
φ (x) f 0(x)+ψ (x) f 1(x)
)
dx | φ (x)+ψ (y)≤ c(x,y)I,
‖φ ‖ ≤ κ, ‖ψ‖ ≤ κ
}
. (4.14)
Since the two functions φ and ψ are bounded, DˆW,κ is finite. However, DˆW,κ is not a metric
since the triangular inequality is not satisfied.
4.5 Remarks
We extend the formulation of the Monge-Kantorovich problem to matrix-valued density func-
tions in (4.3). This generalization is based on an observation that in the Kantorovich-Rubinstein
problem, we can use an absolute value penalty of the transportation plan and remove the non-
negative constraint and the optimal value does not change. This observation introduces the
possibility of using “negative mass” in the mass transportation problem. In the matrix-valued
formulation, the negative mass is generalized to joint Hermitian matrix-valued densities that are
not necessary positive semi-definite. The nuclear norm of the matrix-valued density is penalized
in the objective function. This formulation is extended to compare densities with unbalanced
masses. It is shown that this is a natural generalization of the scalar-valued case in the sense
that the weak-continuity property of the Wasserstein metric is nicely inherited.
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4.5.1 On a “rotation-aware” metric
The distances DW and DW,κ are mathematically natural and straightforward generalizations of
the scalar-valued counterparts. They also inherit the weak-continuity property of the Wasser-
stein metric. However, the distances relate to unrealistic assumptions of the density functions
that they have equal integral. Though the metric DW,κ is suitable for comparing density func-
tions with non-equal integral, its formulation implicitly requires that there are some “noise-free”
components f˜ k’s that have equal integral. In spectral analysis of multivariate time-series, the
equal integral assumption implies that the time-series have the same R0 which is too strong to
be realistic.
Our motivation for studying distances between matrix-valued densities originates in the
analysis of slowly time-varying process. In this case, the content of matrix-valued spectra may
be transported over frequencies and may also rotate between the channels. We are interested
in comparing the power spectra by quantifying the proximity of their spectral content across
frequencies and directions is weighted similarly. A possible formulation that captures rotation
across “channels” is to consider a metric of the form
min
U,V
{DW,κ( f 0,U f 1U∗)+DW,κ(V f 0V ∗, f 1)+‖U− I‖+‖V − I‖ | UU∗ =VV ∗ = I}
where U and V are both unitary matrices that are used to rotate the masses. However, the
computation of the above is challenging and we know of no general method.
Chapter 5
OMT for matrix-valued densities with
equal integral trace
In the previous chapter, we extended the Monge-Kantorovich problem to matrix-valued density
functions based on the assumptions that the density functions have equal integral. In spectral
analysis of multivariate time-series, this assumption implies that the time-series have the same
covariance R0 which is unrealistic. In this chapter, we explore a different formulation of the
OMT problem for matrix-valued density functions in the set
F :=
{
f | f has support on [0,1], f (x)≥ 0, and tr
(∫ 1
0
f (x)dx
)
= 1
}
.
In spectral analysis, this equal trace assumption implies that the total power over all the channels
of the time-series are fixed. Any non-zero matrix-valued density functions can be scaled to have
unit trace by multiplying a scalar.
5.1 Matrix-valued Monge-Kantorovich problem
Our formulation of the OMT problem of matrix-valued densities is based on a generalization of
the transportation cost and the joint density function. The new transportation cost consists of a
cost of transference of the “mass” across frequencies and a cost of rotating the “direction” of
matrix densities. We find a natural formulation of the joint matrix-valued density function is in
the tensor product space.
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5.1.1 Tensor product and partial trace
Consider two `-dimensional real or complex (Hilbert) spaces H0 and H1. Let L (H0) and
L (H1) denote the space of linear operators onH0 andH1, respectively, and let f 0 ∈L (H0)
and f 1 ∈L (H1). Thus, in the present section, f i (i ∈ {0,1}) are constant. We denote their
tensor product by f 0⊗ f 1 ∈L (H0⊗H1) which is formally defined via
f 0⊗ f 1 : u⊗ v 7→ f 0u⊗ f 1v.
Since our spaces are finite-dimensional, this can be identified with the Kronecker product of the
corresponding matrix representation of the two operators. The space L (H0⊗H1) is the span
of all products f 0⊗ f 1 with f i ∈L (Hi) for i ∈ {0,1}.
Consider f ∈L (H0⊗H1). The partial traces trH0 and trH1 , or tr0 and tr1 for brevity, are
linear maps
tr1 : L (H0⊗H1) → L (H0) : f 7→ tr1( f )
tr0 : L (H0⊗H1) → L (H1) : f 7→ tr0( f )
defined uniquely by the property that on simple products it acts as follows:
tr1( f 0⊗ f 1) = tr( f 1) f 0 and tr0( f 0⊗ f 1) = tr( f 0) f 1
for any f 0 ∈L (H0) and f 1 ∈L (H1). Alternatively, f ∈L (H0⊗H1) can be represented by
a matrix
[
f im, jn
]
of size `2× `2 as it maps a basis element ui⊗vm ∈H0⊗H1 to ∑ j,n f im, jnu j⊗
vn. Then, the partial trace e.g., tr1( f ) is represented by the `× ` matrix with (i, j)-th entry
[tr1( f )]i, j =∑
k
f ik, jk, for 1≤ i, j ≤ `.
Likewise the ( j,n)-th entry of tr0( f ) is
[tr0( f )]m,n =∑
k
f km,kn, for 1≤ m,n≤ `.
See [11] for its significance in the context of quantum mechanics. For example, the partial
traces of
f =

a b c d
b e f g
c f h i
d g i j

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are given as
tr1( f ) =
[
a+ e c+g
c+g h+ j
]
and tr0( f ) =
[
a+h b+ i
b+ i e+ j
]
.
5.1.2 Joint matrix-valued density
We now return to considering matrix-valued density functions f 0, f 1 ∈ F . A naive attempt
for a joint matrix-valued density m is to consider m(x,y) in the same way as in Chapter 4
where we consider m as `× ` symmetric matrices and its integration over y gives f 0(x) and the
integration over x gives f 1(y). However, this formulation requires that f 0 and f 1 have equal
integral, otherwise there is no feasible solution. We may also need to introduce non-positive
semi-definite mass in order to find a transference plan. An example is given by the following
discrete matrix-valued density functions
f 0(x) =
[
1
2 0
0 0
]
δ (x)+
[
0 0
0 12
]
δ (x−1), (5.1a)
f 1(x) =
[
1
4 −14
−14 14
]
δ (x)+
[
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
]
δ (x−1). (5.1b)
There is no positive semi-definite matrix-valued joint density functions of size 2× 2 that have
the two marginals. We introduce a different and more natural formulation of transference plan
based on the tensor product and partial trace.
For any (x,y) ∈ [0,1]× [0,1] and
m(x,y) is `2× `2 positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix, (5.2a)
let
m0(x,y) := tr1(m(x,y)), m1(x,y) := tr0(m(x,y)), (5.2b)∫ 1
0
m0(x,y)dy = f 0(x),
∫ 1
0
m1(x,y)dx = f 1(y). (5.2c)
Denote
M( f 0, f 1) :=
{
m | (5.2a)− (5.2c) are satisfied
}
which is the set of transference plan we will consider in. Given the two marginal densities, there
is always an admissible joint distribution in M( f 0, f 1) since, clearly,
f 0⊗ f 1 ∈M( f 0, f 1).
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5.1.3 Transportation cost
We interpret tr(m(x,y)) as the amount of “mass” that is being transferred from x to y. This
value is always non-negative. Thus, for a scalar cost function c(x,y) as before, one may simply
consider a “mass transference” cost
min
m∈M( f 0, f 1)
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
c(x,y)tr(m(x,y))dxdy. (5.3)
However, if tr( f 0(x)) = tr( f 1(x)), ∀x ∈ R, then the optimal value of (5.3) is zero. Thus (5.3)
fails to quantify the mismatch of directionality in the present matricial setting. We need to use
a different formulation of transportation cost.
For simplicity, throughout, we only consider marginals f which point-wise satisfy tr( f )> 0;
tr( f (x)) is a scalar-valued density representing mass at location x while f (x)tr( f (x)) has trace 1 and
contains directional information. In a similar manner, for the joint density m(x,y), assuming
that m(x,y) 6= 0, we define the normalized partial traces
tr0(m(x,y)) := tr0(m(x,y))/tr(m(x,y))
tr1(m(x,y)) := tr1(m(x,y))/tr(m(x,y)).
Since tr0(m(x,y)) and tr1(m(x,y)) are normalized to have unit trace, their difference captures
the directional mismatch between the two partial traces. We take the “rotational cost” of the
form
d2
(
tr0(m), tr1(m)
)
tr(m(x,y)) (5.4)
where d(·, ·) denotes a distance measure between positive semi-definite matrices. Note that in
the scalar-valued case, tr0(m) = tr1(m) = 1, thus (5.4) reduces to zero. We discuss two examples
of the rotational cost next.
Using the Frobenius distance for d(·, ·), we take
tr(‖(tr0− tr1)m(x,y)‖2Fm(x,y)) (5.5)
for the rotational mismatch (which may be thought as “rotational kinetic energy”). The above
motivates the following cost functional that includes both terms, rotational and linear:
tr
(
(c(x,y)+λ‖(tr0− tr1)m(x,y)‖2F)m(x,y)
)
(5.6)
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with λ > 0 to weigh in the relative significance of the two terms. A more interesting option for
d(·, ·) is the Bures distance dBures given in (2.12). The corresponding cost function is given as
tr
(
(c(x,y)+λ d2Bures(tr0(m)− tr1(m)))m(x,y)
)
. (5.7)
As we pointed out in Chapter 3, the Bures distance dBures(tr0(m)− tr1(m)) coincides with the
2-Wasserstein metric between two zero-mean Gaussian distributions with covariance matrices
tr0(m) and tr1(m), respectively.
5.1.4 Matrix-valued OMT
We use the cost functionals in (5.6) and (5.7), respectively, to formulate the corresponding OMT
problem for matrix-valued densities.
Matrix-valued OMT based on quadratic cost
In view of (5.5), we now arrive at the following formulation of a matrix-valued version of the
OMT, namely the determination of
T λ ( f 0, f 1) := min
m∈M( f 0, f 1)
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr
(
(c+λ‖(tr0− tr1)m‖2F)m
)
dxdy. (5.8)
Interestingly, (5.8) can be cast as a convex optimization problem as shown next.
By definition,
tr0(m)tr(m) = tr0(m),
tr1(m)tr(m) = tr1(m).
Hence,
‖(tr0− tr1)m‖2Ftr(m) =
‖(tr0− tr1)m‖2Ftr(m)2
tr(m)
=
‖(tr0− tr1)m‖2F
tr(m)
.
Now let m(x,y) = tr(m(x,y)) and m0(x,y) and m1(x,y) be as in (5.2). The expression for the
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optimal cost in (5.8) can be equivalently written as
min
m0,m1,m
{∫ (
c(x,y)m(x,y)+λ
‖m0−m1‖2F
m
)
dxdy | m0(x,y), m1(x,y)≥ 0,
tr(m0(x,y)) = tr(m1(x,y)) = m(x,y),∫
m0(x,y)dy = f 0(x),∫
m1(x,y)dx = f 1(y)
}
. (5.9)
Since, the function (y−z)
2
x is a jointly convex function when x> 0 and y,z∈R. It readily follows
that the integral in (5.9) is a convex functional of its arguments. All additional constraints in
(5.9) are convex as well and therefore, so is the optimization problem.
Matrix-valued OMT based on the Bures distance
Using (5.7), we are lead to the following problem
min
m∈M( f 0, f 1)
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr
(
(c+λ d2Bures(tr0(m), tr1(m))m
)
dxdy. (5.10)
This can also be cast as a convex optimization problem as shown next.
From (2.10), we have
d2Bures(tr0(m), tr1(m))tr(m) = d
2
Bures(tr0(m), tr1(m)).
As pointed out in Section 3.2.1, d2Bures(tr0(m), tr1(m)) is the solution of an LMI as follows
d2Bures(tr0(m), tr1(m)) = minc
{
tr
([
I −I
−I I
][
tr0(m) c
c∗ tr1(m)
])
|
[
tr0(m) c
c∗ tr1(m)
]
≥ 0
}
.
Let m0(x,y) and m1(x,y) be as in (5.2). Then tr(m0) = tr(m1) = tr(m). We obtain the following
expression of (5.10)
min
c,m0,m1
{∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
tr
([
(λ + c2)I −λ I
−λ I (λ + c2)I
][
m0 c
c∗ m1
])
dxdy |
[
m0 c
c∗ m1
]
≥ 0,
tr(m0) = tr(m1),∫
m0(x,y)dy = f 0(x),∫
m1(x,y)dx = f 1(y)
}
.
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The objective function is linear and the constraints are convex, so the optimization problem is
convex as well.
For simplicity, in the following, we only consider (5.8) for the OMT problem for matrix-
valued densities. Next, we discuss the structure of the corresponding optimal transference plan.
5.2 On the optimal transference plan
A standard result in the (scalar) OMT theory is that the transference plan is the sub-differential
of a convex function. As a consequence the transference plan has support on a monotonic zero-
measure set. This is no longer true for the optimal transference plan for matrix-valued density
functions as we discuss next. This is explained in the following subsections.
5.2.1 The supporting set of transference plan
In optimal transport of scalar-valued distributions, the optimal transference plan has a certain
cyclically monotonic property [12]. More specifically, if (x1,y1), (x2,y2) are two points where
the transference plan has support (i.e., m(xk,yk) 6= 0 for k=1, 2), then x2 > x1 implies y2 ≥ y1.
The interpretation is that optimal transportation paths of mass elements do not cross. For the
case of matrix-valued distributions as in (13), this property may not hold in the same way. How-
ever, interestingly, a weaker monotonicity property holds for the supporting set of the optimal
matrix transference plan. The property is defined next and the precise statement is given in
Proposition 12 below.
Definition 11. A setS ⊂R2 is called a λ -monotonically non-decreasing, for λ > 0, if for any
two points (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈S , it holds that
(x2− x1)(y1− y2)≤ λ .
A geometric interpretation for a λ -monotonically non-decreasing set is that if (x1,y1),
(x2,y2) ∈ S and x2 > x1, y1 > y2, then the area of the rectangle with vertices (xi,y j) (i, j ∈
{1,2}) is not larger than λ . The transference plan of the scalar-valued optimal transportation
problem with a quadratic cost has support on a 0-monotonically non-decreasing set.
Proposition 12. Given f 0, f 1 ∈F , let m be the optimal transference plan in (5.8) with λ > 0.
Then m has support on at most a (4 ·λ )-monotonically non-decreasing set.
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Proof. We need to show that if m(x1,y1) 6= 0 and m(x2,y2) 6= 0, then x2 > x1, y1 > y2 implies
(x2− x1)(y1− y2)≤ 4λ . (5.11)
Without loss of generality let
m(xi,y j) = mi j ·Ai j⊗Bi j (5.12)
with Ai j,Bi j ≥ 0, tr(Ai j) = tr(Bi j) = 1 and i, j ∈ {1,2}. Note that m12 and m21 could be zero if
m does not have support on the particular point. We assume that the condition in the proposition
fails and that
(x2− x1)(y1− y2)> 4λ . (5.13)
We then show that by rearranging the mass, the cost can be reduced.
We first consider the situation when m22 ≥ m11. By rearranging the value of m at the four
points (xi,y j) with i, j ∈ {1,2}, we construct a new transference plan m˜ at these four locations
as follows
m˜(x1,y1) = 0 (5.14a)
m˜(x1,y2) = (m11+m12) · A˜12⊗ B˜12 (5.14b)
m˜(x2,y1) = (m11+m21) · A˜21⊗ B˜21 (5.14c)
m˜(x2,y2) = (m22−m11) ·A22⊗B22 (5.14d)
where
A˜12 =
m11A11+m12A12
m11+m12
, B˜12 =
m11B22+m12B12
m11+m12
A˜21 =
m11A22+m21A21
m11+m21
, B˜21 =
m11B11+m21B21
m11+m21
.
This new transference plan m˜ has the same marginals as m at x1,x2 and y1,y2. The original cost
incurred by m at these four locations is
2
∑
i=1
2
∑
j=1
mi j
(
(xi− y j)2+λ‖Ai j−Bi j‖2F
)
(5.15)
while the cost incurred by m˜ is
(m11+m12)
(
(x1− y2)2+λ‖A˜12− B˜12‖2F
)
+(m11+m21)
(
(x2− y1)2+λ‖A˜21− B˜21‖2F
)
+(m22−m11)
(
(x2− y2)2+λ‖A22−B22‖2F
)
. (5.16)
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After simplification, to show that (5.15) is larger than (5.16), it suffices to show that
2m11(x2− x1)(y1− y2) (5.17)
is larger than
λm11
(
2
∑
i=1
∑
j 6=i
‖A˜i j− B˜i j‖2F−
2
∑
i=1
‖Aii−Bii‖2F
)
(5.18a)
+λm12
(‖A˜12− B˜12‖2F−‖A12−B12‖2F) (5.18b)
+λm21
(‖A˜21− B˜21‖2F−‖A21−B21‖2F) . (5.18c)
From (5.13), it follows that the value in (5.17) is greater than 8λm11. We derive upper bounds
for each term in (5.18). First,
(5.18a)≤ λm11
(‖A˜12− B˜12‖2F+‖A˜21− B˜21‖2F)≤ 4λm11
where the last inequality follows from the fact that
‖A−B‖2F = tr(A2−2AB+B2)≤ tr(A2+B2)≤ 2
for any A,B≥ 0 with tr(A) = tr(B) = 1. Now consider
‖A˜12− B˜12‖2F−‖A12−B12‖2F
=tr
(
(A˜12− B˜12+A12−B12)(A˜12− B˜12−A12+B12)
)
=
m11
m11+m12
(
‖A11−B22‖2F−‖A12−B12‖2F−
m12
m11+m12
‖A11−B22−A12+B12‖2F
)
≤ m11
m11+m12
‖A11−B22‖2F
≤2 m11
m11+m12
where the second equality follows from the definitions of A˜12 and B˜12 while the last inequality
is obtained by bounding the terms in the trace. Thus,
(5.18b)≤ 2λm12 m11m11+m12 ≤ 2λm11.
In a similar manner, (5.18c)≤ 2λm11. Therefore,
(5.18)≤ 8λm11 < (5.17)
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which implies that the cost incurred by m˜ is smaller than the cost incurred by m.
For the case where m11 > m22, we can prove the claim by constructing a new transference
plan mˆ with values
mˆ(x1,y1) = (m11−m22) ·A11⊗B11
mˆ(x1,y2) = (m12+m22) · Aˆ12⊗ Bˆ12
mˆ(x2,y1) = (m21+m22) · Aˆ21⊗ Bˆ21
mˆ(x2,y2) = 0
with
Aˆ12 =
m12A12+m22A11
m12+m22
, Bˆ12 =
m12B12+m22B22
m12+m22
Aˆ21 =
m21A21+m22A22
m21+m22
, Bˆ21 =
m21B21+m22B11
m21+m22
.
The rest of the proof is carried out in a similar manner.
We illustrate the proposition using a synthetic example as follows. Let
A =
[
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
]
and B =
[
1
2 −12
−12 12
]
.
For f0 and f1 shown in Figure 3.1, let
f 0(x) = f0 · (A(1− x)+Bx) and f 1(x) = f1 · (Ax+B(1− x))
for x ∈ [0,1]. Then the trace of the optimal transference plan with λ = 0.2, which is the optimal
m in (5.9) is shown in Figure 5.1. The points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are two points where the
transference plan has support on. The area of the rectangle shown in Figure 5.1 is upper bounded
by 4λ .
Further, the optimal transportation cost T λ ( f 0, f 1) satisfies:
1. T λ ( f 0, f 1)=T λ ( f 1, f 0),
2. T λ ( f 0, f 1)≥ 0,
3. T λ ( f 0, f 1) = 0 if and only if f 0 = f 1.
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Figure 5.1: The trace of optimal transference plan between f 0, f 1 with λ = 0.2.
Thus, although T λ ( f 0, f 1) can be used to compare matrix-valued densities, it is not a metric
and neither is
DT,λ :=T
1
2
λ (5.19)
since the triangular inequality does not hold in general. This is explained in the next.
Let f 0 and f 1 be given as in (5.1) and let
f 2 =
[
1
2 0
0 12
]
δ (x).
Since f 2 can be split as
f 2 =
[
1
2 0
0 0
]
δ (x)+
[
0 0
0 12
]
δ (x),
where the two matrices are compatible with those in f 0, then T λ ( f 2, f 0) only consists of the
mass transference cost. Thus
T λ ( f 2, f 0) =
1
2
which is independent of λ . In a similar manner, we also have
T λ ( f 2, f 1) =
1
2
.
On the other hand, since the matrices in f 0 and f 1 do not have compatible directions then
T λ ( f 1, f 0) always consists of a part due to the “rotational” cost. Thus the value T λ ( f 1, f 0)
depends on λ . We can show that
T λ ( f 1, f 0)≥ λ
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which is larger than T λ ( f 2, f 0)+T λ ( f 2, f 0) when λ > 1. Thus, T λ fails to have the trian-
gular inequality property.
In the following, we introduce a slightly different formulation of a transportation problem
which does give rise to a metric.
5.2.2 On a constrained transference plan
We restrict attention to a certain subset of transport plans of M( f 0, f 1) and show that the corre-
sponding optimal transportation cost induces a metric. More specifically, let
M0( f 0, f 1) :=
{
m | m(x,y) = f 0(x)⊗ f 1(y)a(x,y), m ∈M
}
.
For m(x,y) ∈M0( f 0, f 1),
tr0(m(x,y)) := f 1(x)/tr( f 1(x))
tr1(m(x,y)) := f 0(y)/tr( f 0(y)).
Given f 0 and f 1, the “orientation” of the mass of m(x,y) is fixed. Thus, in this case, the optimal
transportation cost is
T sub,λ ( f 0, f 1) := min
m∈M0( f 0, f 1)
∫
tr
(
(c+λ‖(tr0− tr1)m(x,y)‖2F)m
)
dxdy. (5.20)
In this problem, given the marginals f 0, f 1, we can compute the transportation cost function
(c+λ‖(tr0− tr1)m(x,y)‖2F) explicitly. So that (5.20) can be viewed as a linear programming
problem.
Proposition 13. For T sub,λ ( f 0, f 1) as in (5.20),
DˆT,λ :=T sub,λ ( f 0, f 1)
1
2 (5.21)
defines a metric onF .
Proof. It is straightforward to see that
DˆT,λ ( f 0, f 1) = DˆT,λ ( f 1, f 0)≥ 0
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and that DˆT,λ ( f 0, f 1) = 0 if and only if f 0 = f 1. We now show that the triangle inequality holds
as well. For f 0, f 1, f 2 ∈F , let
m01(x,y) =
f 0(x)
tr( f 0(x))
⊗ f 1(y)
tr( f 1(y))
m01(x,y)
m12(y,z) =
f 1(y)
tr( f 1(y))
⊗ f 2(z)
tr( f 2(z))
m12(y,z)
denote the optimal transference plan for the pairs ( f 0, f 1) and ( f 1, f 2), respectively, where m01
and m12 are two (scalar-valued) joint densities on R2 with marginals tr( f 0), tr( f 1) and tr( f 1),
tr( f 2), respectively. Given m01(x,y) and m12(y,z) there is a joint density function m(x,y,z) on
R3 with m01 and m12 as the marginals on the corresponding subspaces [12, page 208]. We set
m(x,y,z) =
f 0(x)
tr( f 0(x))
⊗ f 1(y)
tr( f 1(y))
⊗ f 2(z)
tr( f 2(z))
m(x,y,z)
and note that it has m01 and m12 as matrix-valued marginal distributions.
Now, let m02(x,z) =
f 0(x)
tr f 0(x)
⊗ f 2(z)tr f 2(z)m02(x,z) be the marginal of m(x,y,z) when tracing out
the y-component. This m02(x,z) is a possible transference plan between f 0 and f 2. Hence,
DˆT,λ ( f 0, f 2)
≤
(∫
R2
(
(x− z)2+λ‖ f 0(x)
tr f 0(x)
− f 2(z)
tr f 2(z)
‖2F
)
m02dxdz
) 1
2
=
(∫
R3
(
(x− z)2+λ‖ f 0(x)
tr f 0(x)
− f 2(z)
tr f 2(z)
‖2F
)
mdxdydz
) 1
2
=
(∫
R3
(
(x− y+ y− z)2+λ‖ f 0(x)
tr f 0(x)
− f 1(y)
tr f 1(y)
+
f 1(y)
tr f 1(y)
− f 2(z)
tr f 2(z)
‖2F
)
mdxdydz
) 1
2
≤
(∫
R2
(
(x− y)2+λ‖ f 0(x)
tr f 0(x)
− f 1(y)
tr f 1(y)
‖2F
)
m01dxdy
) 1
2
+
(∫
R2
(
(y− z)2+λ‖ f 1(y)
tr f 1(y)
− f 2(z)
tr f 2(z)
‖2F
)
m12dydz
) 1
2
= DˆT,λ ( f 0, f 1)+ DˆT,λ ( f 1, f 2)
where the last inequality is due to the metric property of the L2 distance.
We also derive the geometric property of the optimal transference plan induced by DˆT,λ as
follows.
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Proposition 14. Given f 0, f 1 ∈F , let m be the optimal transference plan in (5.21), then m has
support on at most a (2 ·λ )-monotonically non-decreasing set.
Proof. We need to prove that if m(x1,y1) 6= 0 and m(x2,y2) 6= 0, then x2 > x1, y1 > y2 implies
(y1− y2)(x2− x1)≤ 2λ . (5.22)
Assume that m evaluated at the four points (xi,y j) with i, j ∈ {1,2}, is as follows
m(xi,y j) = mi j ·Ai⊗B j
with
Ai =
f 0(xi)
tr( f 0(xi))
, Bi =
f 1(yi)
tr( f 1(yi))
,
and m11,m22 > 0. The steps of the proof are similar to those of Proposition 12 detailed in the
appendix: first, we assume that Proposition 14 fails and that
(y1− y2)(x2− x1)> 2λ .
Then we show that a smaller cost can be incurred by rearranging the “mass”. Consider the
situation when m22 ≥ m11. Let mˆ be a new transference plan with
mˆ(x1,y1) = 0
mˆ(x1,y2) = (m11+m12) ·A1⊗B2
mˆ(x2,y1) = (m11+m21) ·A2⊗B1
mˆ(x2,y2) = (m22−m11) ·A2⊗B2.
Then, mˆ,m have the same marginals at the four points, the cost incurred by m is
2
∑
i=1
2
∑
j=1
mi j
(
(xi− y j)2+λ‖Ai−B j‖2F
)
, (5.23)
and the cost incurred by mˆ is
(m11+m12)
(
(x1− y2)2+λ‖A1−B2‖2F
)
+(m11+m21)
(
(x2− y1)2+λ‖A2−B1‖2F
)
+(m22−m11)
(
(x2− y2)2+λ‖A2−B2‖2F
)
. (5.24)
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To show that (5.23) is larger than (5.24), after canceling common terms, it suffices to show that
(y1− x1)2+(y2− x2)2+λ‖A1−B1‖2F+λ‖A2−B2‖2F
≥ (y2− x1)2+(y1− x2)2+λ‖A1−B2‖2F+λ‖A2−B1‖2F.
However, this holds true since
(y1− x1)2+(y2− x2)2+λ‖A1−B1‖2F+λ‖A2−B2‖2F
≥(y1− x1)2+(y2− x2)2
=(y1− x2)2+(y2− x1)2+2(x2− x1)(y1− y2)
>(y1− x2)2+(y2− x1)2+4λ
≥(y1− x2)2+(y1− x2)2+λ (‖A1−B2‖2F+‖A2−B1‖2F).
The case m11 > m22 proceeds similarly.
We explain that the metric DˆT,λ fails to have the desired weak-continuity property in the
following example. Consider
f =
[
1
2 0
0 12
]
δ (x) and f k =
[
1
2 0
0 0
]
δ (x)+
[
0 0
0 12
]
δ (x− xk).
Obviously, if xk = 0 then DˆT,λ ( f , f k) = 0. If xk 6= 0 and xk→ 0 as k→∞, we expect DˆT,λ ( f , f k)
converges to 0 as k increases. But this is not true. Since the matrices
[
1
2 0
0 12
]
and
[
0 0
0 12
]
indicate different directions, then there is always a “rotational” cost in DˆT,λ ( f , f k). It can be
derived that
DˆT,λ ( f , f k)≥
λ
2
for any given λ > 0. If λ 6= 0, then DˆT,λ ( f , f k) does not converge to 0 as k→ ∞.
5.3 Remarks
We introduce a formulation of the Monge-Kantorovich problem for matrix-valued density func-
tions that have unit trace. In this, we consider the joint matrix-valued density on a tensor product
space. The transportation cost consists of a cost of transference of “mass” and a cost of rotat-
ing the “direction” of the mass densities. We show that the matrix-valued OMT can be cast as
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a convex optimization problem. In a special case when the transference plan has constrained
directions, the optimal solution gives rise to a metric. The structure of the optimal transference
plan is studied. We show that the optimal transference plan is no longer supported on a mono-
tonically increasing thin set. Though the distance is able to quantify the transference of mass
and rotation of directions, it lacks the desired weak-continuity property. In the following, we
discuss an idea on the Riemannian structure on the manifold of matrix-valued power spectra.
On a length space structure
Our interest for studying the Monge-Kantorovich geometry of matrix-valued density functions
originates in the analysis of slowly varying time-series. The goal is to devise a computational
efficient tool that is suitable for comparing matrix-valued spectra, for spectral morphing and
tracking. One such tool is provided by the geodesics on the manifold of density functions.
The geodesics induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric for scalar-valued densities have already
been used for modeling of slowly time-varying processes. However, the Rienmannian structure
induced by OMT for matrix-valued densities is not available. For this, we discuss an idea on a
Riemannian structure for matrix-valued spectra.
The Riemannian structure induced by the 2-Wasserstein metric was introduced by Benamou
and Brenier in [54] (c.f. Chapter 3). For scalar-valued probability densities having support on
the real line, the Riemannian metric is explicitly given in (3.20) as∫
R
F˙2
f
dx (5.25)
where
F˙(x) =
∫ x
−∞
f˙ (y)dy.
Then F˙(x) is a tangent vector of the cumulative function. We consider a generalization of (5.25)
to matrix-valued density of the form ∫
R
tr(F˙D f (F˙))dx
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where D f (F˙) denotes a noncommutative division of F˙ by f . Some examples of the noncom-
mutative division are
D f ,1(F˙) := f −1F˙
D f ,2(F˙) :=
∫ ∞
0
( f +uI)−1F˙( f +uI)−1du
D f ,3(F˙) := X , where
1
2
( f X +X f ) = F˙ .
In the scalar-valued case, these all lead to F˙f . The shortest paths induced by these metrics are
natural candidates for the connection of matrix-valued density functions. The explicit expres-
sions for the paths are still need to be explored.
Chapter 6
Generalization of Wasserstein metric
in noncommutative geometry
We review some generalizations of the Wasserstein metric in noncommutative geometry. The
main tool in noncommutative geometry is Alain Connes’s theory of spectral triple [64]. It has
been pointed out by Rieffel in [65] that the Wasserstein distance is exactly a special case of
Connes’s spectral distance. Recently, alternative viewpoints have been proposed as generaliza-
tions of the Wasserstein metric in noncommutative geometry [66, 67, 58]. In the following,
we present preliminaries of Conne’s spectral distance and study the alternative viewpoints by
D’Andrea and Martinetti [66] and Martinetti [67]. Their relations with our proposed distances
are discussed. We also suggest a family of metrics that relies on suitable set of test functions.
6.1 Lipschitz semi-norm and the Wasserstein metric
Consider a function φ on a complete m dimensional Riemannian manifold M . The Lipschitz
semi-norm of φ is defined as
‖φ‖Lip := sup
x,y
|φ(x)−φ(y)|
d(x,y)
(6.1)
where d(x,y) denotes the geodesic distance between x,y ∈M . It is a called a semi-norm since
for any constant function φ we have ‖φ‖Lip = 0. If φ is smooth, then
‖φ‖Lip = ‖dφds ‖∞
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with
ds =
√
gi, jdxidx j
and g being the Riemannian metric tensor where gi, jdxidx j is simplified for ∑mi, j=1 gi, jdxidx j
according to the usual convention. If φ is smooth then
φ(x+δ ) = φ(x)+∂xφTδ +o(‖δ‖2)
where ∂xφ denote the derivative of φ . Note that
max
δ
{
∂xφTδ | gi, jδ iδ j ≤ 1
}
=
√
‖gi, j∂iφ∂ jφ‖
where gi, j denote the (i, j)th entry of the inverse of Riemannian metric g and ∂i is short for ∂xi .
Thus the Lipschitz semi-norm of a smooth function equals
‖φ‖2Lip = sup
x
‖gi, j∂iφ∂ jφ‖= ‖gi, j∂iφ∂ jφ‖∞ .
From (6.1), the distance d(·, ·) can be recovered from ‖ · ‖Lip as
d(x,y) = sup
φ
{|φ(x)−φ(y)| | ‖φ‖Lip ≤ 1} . (6.2)
Let δx and δy denote the point masses on x and y, respectively. We denote
δx(φ) :=
∫
φ(y)δx(y)dy = φ(x).
Then we can also view (6.2) as a distance on between δx and δy as
d(δx,δy) = sup
φ
{|δx(φ)−δy(φ)| | ‖φ‖Lip ≤ 1} .
By generalizing δx and δy to probability measures, we obtain the Wasserstein metric (3.25). In
particular, consider two probability measures µ0 and µ1. Let
µi(φ) :=
∫
φ(x)dµi(x), for i = 0,1.
Then
d(µ0,µ1) = sup
φ
{|µ0(φ)−µ1(φ)| | ‖φ‖Lip ≤ 1} (6.3)
is exactly the Wasserstein metric (3.7).
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Alain Connes discovered that the Lipschitz semi-norm can also be defined in algebraic terms
[64]. Let D be the Dirac operator
D =−iγ k∂k (6.4)
where γ k’s for k = 1, . . . ,m, are the self-adjoint Dirac gamma matrices. The matrices γ ’s satisfy
γ kγ `+ γ `γ k = 2gk`I
with I being the identity matrix of dimension 2n if m = 2n or 2n+2. Then we have
[D,φ ] f = Dφ f −φD f =−iγ k∂k(φ f )+ iφγ k∂k f =−iγ k∂kφ f .
Thus [D,φ ] acts on f as multiplying by −iγ k∂kφ . The operator norm of [D,φ ] equals to the
operator norm of ‖γ k∂kφ‖.
Moreover, we derive the Lipschitz semi-norm as
‖[D,φ ]‖2 = ‖γ k∂kφ‖2 = ‖(γ k∂kφ)(γ `∂`φ)‖
= ‖1
2
(γ `γ `+ γ `γ k)∂kφ∂`φ‖= ‖gk`∂kφ∂`φ I‖
= ‖gk`∂kφ∂`φ‖∞ = ‖φ‖2Lip,
see e.g. [66] which implies that
‖φ‖Lip = ‖[D,φ ]‖. (6.5)
It is also pointed out in [64, 66] that (6.5) holds for all continuous functions. The operator D
that induces Lipschitz semi-norm is not unique.
In noncommutative geometry, Alain Connes introduced the theory of spectral triples and
spectral distance which relies on a generalized Dirac operator. It turns out that the Wasserstein
metric is a special case of the spectral distance.
6.2 Connes’ spectral distance
Let C(M ) denote the set of continuous functions on M . For any φ ,ψ ∈C(M ), φ +ψ,φψ ∈
C(M ) and any scalar a ∈ C, we have
φ +ψ, φψ, aφ , aψ ∈C(M )
moreover φψ = ψφ . Thus, C(M ) forms a commutative algebra.
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In a noncommutative algebra, the multiplication may not be commutative. For example, the
set of n×n complex-valued matrices Mn(C) forms a noncommutative algebra. This is because
for A,B ∈ Mn(C), AB may not equal to BA. Thus commutative algebra is a special case of
noncommutative algebra.
A state ρ of a noncommutative algebra of operators A is a positive linear functional that
maps φ ∈A to C. We denote S(A ) as the set of states ofA . For example, for the commutative
algebra C(M ), a state ρ ∈ S(C(M )) uniquely corresponds to a probability measure µ such that
ρ (φ) =
∫
M
φdµ
for any φ ∈C(M ). In quantum mechanics, for the noncommutative algebra A of observable
of a physical system, a state ρ ∈ S(A ) is a density matrix which is positive semi-definite with
trace equals to one. For φ ∈A ,
ρ (φ ) = tr(ρφ ).
The set of states S(A ) is convex. The extremal points are called the purse states. The pure states
in S(C(M )) are the δx’s, and an extremal point of the density matrices is a rank one matrix. We
denote P(A ) as the subset of pure states in S(A ).
In noncommutative geometry, the distance between states is studied via Connes’ theory of
spectral triple (A ,H ,D) which includes a involutive algebra of operatorsA on a Hilbert space
H and an self-adjoint densely defined operator D such that the commutator [D,φ ] is bounded
for all φ ∈ A . The operator D is a generalized Dirac operator. The spectral distance between
two states ρ 0,ρ 1 ∈ S(A ) is defined as
dD(ρ 0,ρ 1) = sup
φ∈A
{|ρ 0(φ )−ρ 1(φ )| | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1} (6.6)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm of the operators in A onH .
Consider A as the algebra of continuous functions C(M ). Let two states ρ 0,ρ 1 be given
as probability measures µ0 and µ1, respectively. Let D be the Dirac operator as in (6.4). Then
dD(ρ 0,ρ 1) = sup
{∫
M
φ(dµ0−dµ1) | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1
}
is exactly the Wasserstein metric between µ0 and µ1 as in (6.3) (see [66] for a rigorous proof).
The relation of spectral distance and Wasserstein metric was pointed out by Rieffel in [65].
In the noncommutative setting, to define a spectral distance, an operator D should be speci-
fied which is thought as a generalized Dirac operator. Usually, it is still referred to as the Dirac
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operator to indicate how it is employed. Then, ‖[D,φ ]‖ is a generalization of the Lipschitz
semi-norm. In the following example, we illustrate that the spectral distance may be infinite.
Example 15. Consider an noncommutative algebra A as the 2× 2 complex-valued matrices
M2(C). Let the Dirac operator D be given as
D =
[
0 1
1 0
]
.
We consider S(A ) as the set of positive semi-definite matrices with trace equals to one. A state
ρ acts on a φ ∈ A via trace. For simplicity, we only restrict φ ∈ A to be real-valued and
denote it as
φ =
[
a b
c d
]
.
Then
[D,φ ] =
[
c−b d−a
a−d b− c
]
.
Clearly, the Lipschitz semi-norm ‖[D,φ ]‖ does not change when we add or subtract any matrix
of the form
[
x y
y x
]
to φ . Consider two states
ρ 0 =
[
p0 q0
q0 1− p0
]
and ρ 1 =
[
p1 q1
q1 1− p1
]
.
Their spectral distance is
dD(ρ 0,ρ 1) = sup
φ∈A
{|tr(ρ 0φ )− tr(ρ 1φ )| | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1}
= sup
{
|(p0− p1)(a−d)+(q0−q1)(b+ c)| | ‖
[
c−b d−a
a−d b− c
]
‖ ≤ 1
}
.
If q0 = q1, then
dD(ρ 0,ρ 1) = sup
{
|(p0− p1)(a−d)| | ‖
[
c−b d−a
a−d b− c
]
‖ ≤ 1
}
= |p0− p1|
is bounded. If q0 6= q1, then dD(ρ 0,ρ 1) is unbounded since we can make b= c to be an arbitrary
large number.
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To introduce meaningful and bounded distances, we propose some methods that relate the
OMT distance we have introduced for densities with unbalanced masses. The basic idea is to
introduce a suitable way to bound the set of test functions. Following (3.25) and (4.8), one
method is to introduce an additional constraint on the test function by bounding its norm. For
example, we introduce the constraint ‖φ ‖ ≤ κ with a given κ > 0 in (6.6) and we consider the
problem
sup
φ∈A
{|ρ 0(φ )−ρ 1(φ )| | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1, ‖φ ‖ ≤ κ}. (6.7)
Clearly, this always leads to a bounded distance.
We introduce an alternative idea on a bounded distance that is based on additional Lipschitz
semi-norms. Consider the above example. Let
Dˆ =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
denote an alternative Dirac operator. Then
[Dˆ,φ ] = 2
[
0 b
−c 0
]
.
By adding a constraint ‖[Dˆ,φ ]‖ ≤ 1 in (6.6), we have
sup
φ∈A
{|tr(ρ 0φ )− tr(ρ 1φ )| | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1,‖[Dˆ,φ ]‖ ≤ 1} (6.8)
=sup
{
|(p0− p1)(a−d)+(q0−q1)(b+ c)| | ‖
[
c−b d−a
a−d b− c
]
‖ ≤ 1,‖
[
0 b
−c 0
]
‖ ≤ 1
2
}
.
(6.9)
This optimal value gives a bounded distance between the states. We note that each Dirac oper-
ator gives the freedom of φ in one direction. Since the directions are not compatible with each
other, the values of a−d and b+ c are always bounded for any feasible φ .
Apparently, the OMT distance for matrix-valued densities DW introduced in Section 6.1 is
also closely related to the spectral distance. It is natural to consider the set of matrix-valued
spectral measures with unit trace as the set of states. The distance DW is unbounded if the states
do not have equal integral. The Lipschitz condition
φ (x)−φ (y)≤ |x− y|I,∀x,y
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corresponds to ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1 with D being the Dirac operator. The distance DW can be written
as
sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
tr(φ (dµ 0−dµ 1)) | ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1
}
. (6.10)
Following (6.8), it is interesting to explore the idea of multiple Lipschitz semi-norms in the
OMT distance. For this, we explain a preliminary idea based on scalar-valued measures.
We introduce a generalized Lipschitz semi-norm for scalar-valued functions. Given g ∈
C(M ), for φ ∈C(M ) we define
‖φ‖Lip,g := ‖φg‖Lip.
Clearly, ‖φ‖Lip,g = 0 implies that φg is constant. It is considered as a Lipschitz semi-norm with
respect to g. Given g1,g2 ∈C(M ), we consider
sup
φ
{∫ 1
0
φ(dµ0−dµ1) | ‖φ‖Lip,g1 ≤ 1,‖φ‖Lip,g2 ≤ 1
}
(6.11)
as a generalized Wasserstein metric between µ0 and µ1. If g1 6= g2, then the feasible set of φ is
bounded. Thus the optimal value is finite even if µ0 and µ1 have different masses which can be
considered as a generalized Wasserstein metric.
6.3 D’Andrea-Martinetti’s viewpoint
We review the generalization of the Wasserstein metric in the noncommutative geometry pre-
sented in [66, 67]. The basic idea in these works is to consider the pure states as the analogy of
data points on a manifold. The distance between purrs states are used to define transportation
cost and to define Lipschitz semi-norm.
Optimal transport on pure state space
The set of pure states P(A ) of the algebraA contains all the extremal points in S(A ). Any state
in S(A ) can be computed as a convex combination of the pure states. This convex combination
is represented as a probability measure on the pure state space. In [66, 67], a Monge-Kantrovich
OMT problem is introduced to compare the probability measures. This OMT cost provides a
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distance measure between the states. In this, the spectral distance between the pure states is
considered as the transportation cost. This idea is elaborated bellow.
Consider ρ 0 =
[
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
2
]
. It can be decomposed as
ρ 0 =
1
4
[
1
2 −12
−12 12
]
+
3
4
[
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
]
=:
1
4
ρ 0,1+
3
4
ρ 0,2.
Thus, a probability measure induced by this decomposition on the set of pure states is given as
µ0 =
1
4
δ (ρ −ρ 0,1)+
3
4
δ (ρ −ρ 0,2).
Consider another state ρ 1 =
[
1
2 0
0 12
]
. We decompose it as
ρ 1 =
1
2
[
1
2 −12
−12 12
]
+
1
2
[
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
]
=:
1
2
ρ 1,1+
1
2
ρ 1,2.
The corresponding probability measure is
µ1 =
1
2
δ (ρ −ρ 1,1)+
1
2
δ (ρ −ρ 1,2).
Then we compare ρ 0 and ρ 1 by computing the Monge-Kantorovich optimal transportation cost
between µ0 and µ1. The transportation cost is set as the spectral distance between the corre-
sponding pure states dD(ρ 0,i,ρ 1, j). Then the OMT cost T (µ0,µ1) can be used to compare the
states. Apparently, a problem in this idea is that the decomposition of a state is not unique. For
example, the ρ 0 in above can also be decomposed as
ρ 0 =
3
8
[
1 0
0 0
]
+
5
8
[
1
5
2
5
2
5
4
5
]
=:
3
8
ρˆ 0,(1)+
5
8
ρˆ 0,(2)
which corresponds to a probability measure
µˆ0 =
3
8
δ (ρ − ρˆ 0,(1))+
5
8
δ (ρ − ρˆ 0,(2)).
Clearly, the OMT cost T (µ0, µˆ0) is not zero since they corresponds to different pure states.
But µ0 and µˆ0 corresponds to the same state. Their distance is expected to be zero. In [67],
Martinetti suggests to compare ρ 0 and ρ 1 by minimizing
inf
µ0,µ1
W (µ0,µ1)
over all possible probability measures that represent the two states, respectively. It is not clear
that whether this defines a metric or not.
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Lipschitz semi-norm based on pure state space
An alternative idea in [67] for extending the Wasserstein metric in noncommutative geometry
is based on a generalization of the Lipschitz semi-norm. For scalar-valued functions, the set of
Lipschitz function on a Riemannian manifoldM is defined as
{φ | φ ∈C(M ), |φ(x)−φ(y)| ≤ d(x,y),∀x,y ∈M } .
Consider the noncommutative algebra A as a generalization of C(M ). It is natural to consider
the set of pure states P(A ) as the noncommutative analogy of the points on a manifold. It
suggested in [67] to consider
LipD(A ) = {φ | φ ∈A , |ρ 0(φ )−ρ 1(φ )| ≤ dD(ρ 0,ρ 1), ∀ρ 0,ρ 1 ∈ P(A )}
as the set of Lipschitz operators in A . The generalized Wasserstein metric is then defined by
WD(ρ 0,ρ 1) = sup
φ∈LipD(A )
|ρ 0(φ )−ρ 1(φ )|.
Since
{φ | φ ∈A , ‖[D,φ ]‖ ≤ 1} ⊂ LipD(A ),
then
dD ≤WD
where dD is the spectral distance in (6.6). It was also shown in [67] that dD(ρ 0,ρ 1)=WD(ρ 0,ρ 1)
if ρ 0 and ρ 1 are the convex combination of any given two pure states.
We conclude this chapter with an example discussed in [67]. Consider a spectral triple
(A ,H ,D) with spectral distance denoted by dD. Let C(M ) denote the set of continuous
functions on a manifold M . Let d(x,y) denote the geodesic distance between x,y ∈M . Then
the pure states in the product algebra A ′ :=C(M )⊗A are represented as
xi := (δx,ρ i)
with ρ i ∈ P(A ). It was suggested in [67] to consider a cost function between two pure states
x0 and y1 as
c(x0,y1) :=
√
d(x,y)2+dD(ρ 0,ρ 1)2.
It is interesting to compare this cost function with the one we defined in (5.6). They all consist
of the cost in two different spaces.
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6.4 Remarks
This chapter presents a survey of different viewpoints on generalization of the Wasserstein
metric in noncommutative geometry. The relation between our proposed OMT distance for
matrix-valued densities and Conne’s spectral distance is discussed. We suggest a family of
distances that is based on suitable set of test functions. An alternative viewpoints suggested
by D’Andrea and Martinetti are also reviewed. We mention that the Wasserstein metric is also
studied in the context of free probability [68]. In [58] an noncommutative generalization of the
Wasserstein metric is also introduced to compare positive operators in a Clifford algebra with
trace one. The relations between these viewpoints need to be explored in future work.
Chapter 7
Comparison and examples
First, we compare the various distance measures that we introduced in the previous chapters for
matrix-valued spectra. Then, we present applications of the proposed distances to multivariate
spectral analysis, in particular, OMT distance to the problems of spectral morphing and spectral
tracking.
7.1 Comparison of distances of power spectra
Consider three spectral density functions constructed as follows
f 0(θ) =
[
1 0.4
0 1
][
0.01 0
0 1|a0(ejθ )|2
][
1 0
0.4 1
]
f 1(θ) =
[
1 0.5
0.5ejθ 1
] 1|a1(ejθ )|2 0
0 1|a1(ejθ )|2
[ 1 0.5e−jθ
0.5 1
]
f 2(θ) =
[
1 0
0.4ejθ 1
][
1
|a2(ejθ )|2 0
0 0.01
][
1 0.4e−jθ
0 1
]
where
a0(z) = (1−1.9cos(pi6 )z+0.95
2z2)(1−1.5cos(pi
3
)z+0.752z2)
a1(z) = (1−1.9cos(5pi12 )z+0.95
2z2)(1−1.5cos(pi
2
)z+0.752z2)
a2(z) = (1−1.9cos(2pi3 )z+0.95
2z2)(1−1.5cos(5pi
8
)z+0.752z2)
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with θ ∈ [0,pi]. We scale all the functions by multiplying a scalar so that their integral has unit
trace. Typically, the power spectra reflect the dynamic relationship between two time series;
in turn these may represent noise input/output of dynamical systems or measurements across
independent array of sensors, etc.
The functions f 0, f 1 and f 2 are shown in Figure 7.1 red dashed line, blue solid line and
green dash-dot line, respectively. Since the value of a power spectral density f at each point in
frequency is a Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix, our convention is to show in the (1,1),
(1,2) and (2,2) subplots the magnitude of the entries f (1,1), f (1,2) (which is the same as f (2,1))
and f (2,2), respectively. Since f (1,2) is complex and is the complex conjugate of f (2,1), we plot
its phase in the (2,1) subplot.
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Figure 7.1: Matrix-valued power spectra f 0, f 1 and f 2 are shown in red dashed line, blue solid
line and green dashdot line, respectively. Subplots (1,1), (1,2) and (2,2) show f i,(1,1), | f i,(1,2)|
(same as | f i,(2,1)|) and f i,(2,2). Subplot (2,1) shows ∠( f i,(1,2)) for i ∈ {0,1,2}.
We observe that the dominant power in f 0 locates at around θ = pi6 in the frequency domain
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and the majority of the power is in the second channel, i.e. in f 0,(2,2). The power of f 1 is spread
equality in the two channels, and the location of the dominant power is at around θ = 5pi12 . The
first channel in f 2 contains most of the power. The dominant peak is at around θ = 2pi3 . The
cross spectra, f k,(1,2) for k = 0,1,2, have similar magnitude. The phase angle of f 1,(1,2) is about
the average of the phase angles of f 1,(1,2) and f 2,(1,2).
We use the distances introduced in previous chapters to compare each pair of the three
functions. The distances used for this comparison include DKL in (2.2), DIS in (2.4), Dpred in
(2.8), Dflat in (2.9), DH in (2.13) and the OMT distance DW,κ in (4.7), DT,λ in (5.19) and DˆT,λ
in (5.21). We use the parameter κ = λ = 1 in this example. For DW,κ , the transportation cost
function c(x,y) = |x− y|. For completeness, we also denote the total variation distance by
DTV( f 0, f 1) := ‖ f 0− f 1‖TV.
The distances between the spectra are tabulated in Table 7.1.
Distance between power spectra
f 0, f 1 f 1, f 2 f 0, f 2
DKL 5.86 6.92 9.36
DIS 3.44×103 5.36×104 9.27×104
Dpred 3.90×102 3.80×102 4.40×102
Dflat 8.86×104 5.56×104 3.22×105
DH 1.31 1.32 1.40
DTV 1.95 1.96 2.00
DW,1 1.37 1.65 2.29
DT,1 1.01 1.09 2.05
DˆT,1 0.93 0.97 1.86
Table 7.1: Distance measures between power spectra.
We observe that for Dpred, DH, DTV the distances among the three pairs are close to each
other. The distance DIS gives rather distorted view of the geometry since we expect similar
distances for the two pairs f 0, f 1 and f 1, f 2. For the distance Dflat, Dflat( f 0, f 2) is much larger
than the distance between the other two pairs. For the generalized relative entropy, DKL( f 0, f 1)
is close to DKL( f 1, f 2) and they both are smaller then DKL( f 0, f 2). Similar behavior is also
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found for the OMT distance DW,1. For the other two OMT distances DT,1 and DˆT,1, the two
pairs f 0, f 1 and f 1, f 2 have similar distances and they are approximated one half of the distance
between f 0 and f 2. This suggests that f 1 is close to be a “mean” value between f 0 and f 2.
From this comparison, it is shown that the OMT distances we proposed are suitable to
quantify the shift of spectral content over frequency and the rotation over channels.
7.2 Spectral morphing
We highlight the relevance of the matrix-valued OMT to spectral analysis by presenting a nu-
merical example of spectral morphing. The idea is to model slowly time-varying changes in the
spectral domain by geodesics in a suitable geometry (see e.g., [22, 29]). As noted earlier, the
importance of OMT stems from the fact that it induces a weakly continuous metric. Thereby,
geodesics smoothly shift spectral power across frequencies lessening the possibility of a fade-
in fade-out phenomenon. The classical theory of OMT allows constructing such geodesics
for scalar-valued distributions. The example below demonstrates analogous construction of
geodesics of matrix-valued power spectra.
Starting with f 0, f 1 ∈F we approximate the geodesic between them by identifying N−1
points between the two. More specifically, we set f τ0 = f 0 and f τN = f 1, and determine f τk ∈
F for k = 1, . . . ,N−1 by solving
min
f τk ,0<k<N
N−1
∑
k=0
Tλ ( f τk+1 , f τk) (7.1)
whereTλ is the optimal transportation cost defined in (5.8). As noted in Chapter 5, numerically
this can be solved via convex programming. For computational efficiency, we will solve (7.1)
approximately in a hierarchical manner where we compute f 1
2
using f 0 and f 1 then compute
f 1
4
using f 0 and f 12 and so on. The numerical example is based on two matrix-valued power
spectral densities:
f 0 =
[
1 0
0.2e−jθ 1
][
1
|a0(ejθ )|2 0
0 0.01
][
1 0.2ejθ
0 1
]
f 1 =
[
1 0.2
0 1
][
0.01 0
0 1|a1(ejθ )|2
][
1 0
0.2 1
]
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with
a0(z) = (z2−1.8cos(pi4 )z+0.9
2)(z2−1.4cos(pi
3
)z+0.72)
a1(z) = (z2−1.8cos(pi6 )z+0.9
2)(z2−1.5cos(2pi
15
)z+0.752),
shown in Figure 7.2. Since the value of a power spectral density at each point in frequency
is a 2× 2 Hermitian matrix, we have used the (1,1), (1,2), and (2,2) subplots to display the
magnitude of the corresponding entries, i.e., | f (1,1)|, | f (1,2)| (= | f (2,1)|) and | f (2,2)|, respectively,
and the (2,1) subplot to display the phase ∠ f (1,2) (=−∠ f (2,1)).
We denote the solution of (7.1) as f Transp which is an approximation of a geodesic. The
three dimensional plots in Figure 7.3 show a solution f Transp with λ = 0.1 . The two boundary
plots represent the power spectra f 0 and f 1 shown in blue and red, respectively, using the same
convention about magnitudes and phases. There are in total 7 power spectra f τk , k = 1, . . . ,7
shown along the geodesic between f 0 and f 1, and the time-indices correspond to τk = k8 . It
is interesting to observe the smooth shift of the energy over the geodesic path from the one
“channel” to the other while, at the same time, the corresponding peak shifts from one frequency
to another. One should bear in mind that the so-constructed geodesic is a non-parametric path
interpolating/linking the given spectra.
For comparison, we also use the geodesics that were derived in Chapter 2 to deform the
spectra from f 0 to f 1. Using (2.19), we compute the geodesic induced by the Fisher-Rao
metric as
f Fisher,τk = f
1
2
0 ( f
− 12
0 f 1 f
− 12
0 )
τk f
1
2
0 . (7.2)
Using (2.23), the geodesic induced by the generalized Hellinger distance is computed as
f H,τk =
(
(1− τk) f
1
2
0 + τk f
− 12
0 ( f
1
2
0 f 1 f
1
2
0 )
1
2
)(
(1− τk) f
1
2
0 + τk f
− 12
0 ( f
1
2
0 f 1 f
1
2
0 )
1
2
)∗
. (7.3)
The interpolated spectra using (7.2) and (7.3) are shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5, respec-
tively. We note that the main difference from the results shown in Figure 7.3 is that the spectra
f FR,τk and f H,τk have the fade-in and fade-out effect on the geodesics. For f FR,τk and f H,τk ,
the power disappears in one frequency then it appears in a different frequency. The decreasing
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Figure 7.2: Two power spectra f 0 and f 1 are shown by blue solid line and red dashed line,
respectively. Subplots (1,1), (1,2) and (2,2) show f i,(1,1), | f i,(1,2)| (same as | f i,(2,1)|) and f i,(2,2).
Subplot (2,1) shows ∠( f i,(1,2)) for i ∈ {0,1}.
rate of f FR,τk is faster than the rate of f H,τk . There is no smooth shifting of the contents over
frequency and over channels.
7.3 Regularization with geodesics
Consider two time-series
x1(t) = a1(t)cos(θ1(t)t+φ1a)+a2(t)cos(θ2(t)t+φ1b)+w1(t)
x2(t) = a2(t)cos(θ1(t)t+φ2a)+a1(t)cos(θ2(t)t+φ2b)+w2(t)
for t = 0,1, . . . ,2000, both consisting of sinusoidal signals with time-varying amplitude and
frequency together with additive white (discrete-time) noise w1(t) and w2(t). Amplitude a1(t)
decreases from 1.2 to 0.1 while a2(t) increases from 0.1 to 1.2. Frequency θ1(t) decreases from
pi
4 to
pi
4 − pi30 while θ2(t) increases from pi3 to pi3 + pi30 . Then [w1(t),w2(t)]′ is white (independent)
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Figure 7.3: The interpolated results f τk for k = 0, . . . ,8 computed from (7.1) with f 0 and f 1
as the two boundary points: subplots (1,1), (1,2) and (2,2) show f τk,(1,1), | f τk,(1,2)| (same as
| f τk,(2,1)|) and f τk,(2,2), subplot (2,1) shows ∠( f τk,(2,1)).
and sampled from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance
[
3 1.5
1.5 3
]
. The initial
phases of the sinusoids are randomly selected in [0,2pi].
Since we are dealing with a non-stationary situation, we truncate the observed time-series
to segments of length equal to 200. For each of these segments, we estimate the 2×2 matrix-
valued PSD for the 2-vector-valued time-series using an autoregressive model of order 20. Thus,
we have obtained 10 PSD’s from the complete observation record which are denoted as fˆ τk ,k =
1, . . . ,10 with τ0 = 0 and τ10 = 1. The spectrogram of the whole observation record which are
shown in Figure 7.6.
We use an OMT-geodesic to regularize the estimated PSD’s. This idea was proposed and
carried out in [22] for scalar time-series and PSD’s. For the present matrix-valued setting, the
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Figure 7.4: The interpolated results f Fisher,τk for k = 0, . . . ,8 computed from (7.2): subplots
(1,1), (1,2) and (2,2) show f Fisher,(1,1), | f Fisher,(1,2)| (same as | f Fisher,(2,1)|) and f Fisher,(2,2), sub-
plot (2,1) shows ∠( f Fisher,(2,1)).
geodesic is obtained by solving
min
f τk
{
10
∑
k=1
Tλ ( f τk , fˆ τk) | f τk are on an OMT geodesic
}
. (7.4)
An explicit formula of the OMT geodesic is not available. However, in view of Proposition 12,
(7.4) can be approximated for small λ as follows.
Let fˆτk = tr( fˆ τk) for k = 1, . . . ,10. These are scalar-valued PSD’s. Let Fˆτk denote the
corresponding cumulative distribution functions. For λ small, following [22], we compute
f0 := tr( f 0) and f1 := tr( f 1) via solving
min
µ0,µ1
10
∑
k=1
∫ 1
0
((1− τk)F−10 (v)+ τkF−11 (v)− Fˆ−1τk (v))2dv
with F0 and F1 representing the cumulative distribution function of f0 and f1, respectively. Then,
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Figure 7.5: The interpolated results f H,τk for k = 0, . . . ,8 computed from (7.3): subplots (1,1),
(1,2) and (2,2) show f τk,(1,1), | f τk,(1,2)| (same as | f τk,(2,1)|) and f τk,(2,2), subplot (2,1) shows
∠( f τk,(2,1)).
as was shown in [22], the fτk ’s for 1< k < 10 can be computed via
F−1τk (v) = (1− τk)F−10 (v)+ τkF−11 (v).
The matrix-valued PSD’s f 0 and f 1 are obtained by solving
min
f 0, f 1
10
∑
k=1
∫ 1
0
‖(1− τk) f 0(F
−1
0 (v))
f0(F−10 (v))
+ τk
f 1(F
−1
1 (v))
f1(F−11 (v))
− fˆ τk(Fˆ
−1
τk (v))
fˆτk(Fˆ
−1
τk (v))
‖2Fdv
and the f τk ’s for 1< k < 10 are computed via
f τk(F
−1
τk (v))
fτk(F
−1
τk (v))
= (1− τk) f 0(F
−1
0 (v))
f0(F−10 (v))
+ τk
f 0(F
−1
1 (v))
f0(F−11 (v))
.
We display this geodesic-fitted spectrogram in Figure 7.7. It can be seen that the shift of energy
from one channel to another and between resonant frequencies is smoother than that shown in
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Figure 7.6: The estimated spectrogram of the observed time-series: subplots (1,1), (1,2) and
(2,2) show f τk,(1,1), | f τk,(1,2)| (same as | f τk,(2,1)|) and f τk,(2,2), subplot (2,1) shows ∠( f τk,(2,1)).
Figure 7.6 (which is a spectrogram based on auto-regressive models). The comparison of the
directionality of the power between the two (spectrogram vs. geodesic) discussed next is even
more revealing.
For each fˆ τk(θ), we find two frequencies θ1 and θ2 where the power spectral densities
(PSD’s) have locally maximal power, i.e. the two frequencies where tr( fˆ τk(θ)) has the largest
peaks. Then we compute the (normalized) eigenvectors corresponding to the dominant eigenval-
ues of f τk(θ1) and f τk(θ2), respectively. These eigenvectors are shown in Figure 7.8 using black
dashed lines. The red and green plots in Figure 7.8 represent the path of the two eigenvectors
as τk increases from 0 to 1. The axes in Figure 7.8 correspond to the two channels/components
of the time-series and τk. (Should all the power be present in one of the two channels, the
eigenvector would line up, accordingly.) The values of the eigenvector when projected onto
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Figure 7.7: The the geodesic-fitted spectrogram: subplots (1,1), (1,2) and (2,2) show f τk,(1,1),
| f τk,(1,2)| (same as | f τk,(2,1)|) and f τk,(2,2), subplot (2,1) shows ∠( f τk,(2,1)).
the two channels/axes, reflect the energy of the signals in the corresponding channels. Thus, in
antenna-array applications, the direction of eigenvectors correspond to the direction of a scat-
terer relative to the array. Statistical errors are reflected in the jagged nature of the paths when
these are based on a spectrogram as in Figure 7.8. However, when comparing with the eigen-
vectors of the regularized spectrogram f τk , the corresponding paths shown in Figure 7.9 are
smooth. Direct comparison between Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.8 highlights the potential advan-
tages of using geodesic fitting to regularize power distribution in non-stationary time-series.
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Figure 7.8: The trajectories of the dominant eigenvector of fˆ τk(θ1) and fˆ τk(θ2) are shown in
red and green, respectively.
7.4 Remarks
Several applications of using the proposed OMT distances in the context of multivariate spectral
analysis are discussed. First, we compare the our proposed distances with several other alter-
natives that are devised from statistics, information theory and quantum mechanics for matrix-
valued power spectra. Naturally, our proposed OMT distance are more suitable to quantify the
shift of content over frequencies. We apply the proposed distance to problems of spectral mor-
phing and spectral tracking and demonstrate the its ability of tracking the shift of power across
frequencies as well as the rotation of power contact between channels.
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Figure 7.9: The trajectories of the dominant eigenvector of the geodesic-fitted spectrogram
f τk(θ1) and f τk(θ2) are shown in red and green, respectively.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Discussion
The subject of this thesis is the geometry of matrix-valued density functions. Our interest
originates in spectral analysis of multivariate stochastic process and stems from the need for
weakly-continuous geometric tools that could be used to quantify, interpolate and approximate
matrix-valued power spectra. We first study several distance measures that are motivated from
information theory, quantum mechanics and optimal prediction theory. These include a gen-
eralized Kullback-Leiber relative entropy, Itakura-Saito distance, Hellinger distance and the
distance we have devised based on the optimal prediction theory. Then we present a general-
ization of the optimal mass transportation distance for matrix-valued density functions which is
the main contribution of this thesis.
We propose two frameworks of the OMT problem for matrix-valued density functions. The
fist one is based on the assumption that the densities have equal integral. We introduce a notion
of non-positive semi-definite matrix-valued transportation plan and use the nuclear norm as
representative “mass”. This leads to a generalization of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein problem.
We then compare densities with unbalanced masses and show that the distance has the weak-
continuity property.
Our second formulation of matrix-valued OMT distance is derived under the assumption
that their integral have equal trace. In this, we find that it is natural to consider the joint matrix-
valued densities in a tensor product space. We introduce a transportation cost that includes a
cost of transference of spectral content over frequencies together with a cost of rotating the
principle directions. The transportation distance is obtained by solving a convex optimization
problem. We show that the corresponding optimal transportation plan is no longer supported on
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a monotonic increasing thin set.
The applications of the proposed distances are explored in multivariate spectral analysis. By
comparing the various distances for matrix-valued spectra, we show that OMT-based distance
is more suitable to quantify shift of content over frequencies. We then demonstrate the ability
of the proposed distance in tracking the shift of power across frequencies as well as the rotation
of power content between channels.
We note that the applications of OMT distance is not limited to spectral analysis. Many
problems in signal processing, fluid dynamics, meteorology are closely related to optimal mass
transport. For example, the OMT distance has been used in variational data assimilation to
quantify errors between states [60] and in image processing to study image deformation [69].
The proposed OMT-based distance for matrix-valued densities is also a natural tool in the area
of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in diffusion magnetic resonance imaging. In DTI, a positive
semi-definite tensor of size 3×3 is used to model the orientation of the fiber population in each
voxel of the tissues image (see e.g. [70]). Since the diffusion tensor images can be thought of
as matrix-valued functions, the OMT-based distances we proposed in this thesis is suitable to
compare images. Moreover, we can also compare each pair of tensors using the OMT distance
between zero-mean Gaussian distributions. These applications will be explored in future.
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